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ABSTRACT

The image fusion process aims to combine the crucial information from multiple im-
ages obtained from different resources. Numerous image fusion techniques are pro-
posed to achieve better fusion accuracy however they generally yield less informative
edge details, introduce artifacts and have blurred details in multifocus images. More-
over, in medical images, resultant fused images have missing fine details of different
tissues, improper fusion of different tissues and boundaries are also not clearly demar-
cated.

This work presents, different multi-focus and multi-model techniques to minimize
the above-mentioned issues/limitation. Cross bilateral filter which provides better per-
ceptual quality is combined with non-subsampled contourlet transform to maximize
the useful information present in multiple scales and directions. Guided filter whose
computing time is independent of filter size and well preserves edges is combined with
discrete wavelet transform for more informative edge details. Alpha map along with
top hat transform extracts common properties of different images. Saliency map shows
more meaningful representation of image therefore it is used along with cross bilat-
eral filter to fuse multimodal brain image modalities which help to combine the facts
found in multiple medical images that have exceptional distinctive modalities. Energy
of Laplacian and discrete wavelet transform based fusion of multimodal brain images
helps to properly demarcate boundaries of different tissues. Shift invariant discrete
wavelet transform and sparse fusion is used for more informative anatomy details of
medical images which helps radiologists in evaluating different modality images.

Proposed multifocus image fusion schemes maintain different image details like re-
duce edge blurring, introduce less artifacts and preserve sharp edge details. Moreover,
suggested multimodal image fusion schemes for medical images preserve the fine de-
tails of different tissues, proper fusion of different tissues and clearly demarcate the
boundaries to obtain high quality fused image. Higher quantitative and qualitative out-
comes are observed in the proposed frameworks for fusion schemes as compared to
other existing schemes.

In general our research work presents multi-focus and multi-model image fusion
problems in two main domains i.e. photography applications (to overcome the problem
of depth of field of cameras) and bio medical imaging. The proposed novel and effec-
tive algorithms have been tested on real world data to demonstrate their performance
improvement.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Every piece of information has its own worth so that could deliver the valuable required

content material. The focus on clarity of information has a significant role in under-

standing. In image processing, image fusion is a sub-field which help to shape the

resultant image. A comprehensive mechanism is provided by image fusion to enhance

the quality and applicability of information from a given set of input images obtained

from different type of resources. Different latest technologies in image capturing de-

vices help to extract variety of different information from image sets. Such information

are collectively combined using “image fusion” process to generate more informative

and helpful image that carries enhanced helpful and fruitful information than given set

of input images [1].

Resultant fused image has always superior quality than the quality of set of input im-

ages. It helps to recognize the valuable information present in each of the input images.

Individual images lack valuable information, therefore, visualization of multiple image

details of a scene is difficult hence side by side estimation are often not precisely de-

fined. Therefore a proper image fusion approach has to produce all the valuable details

from the input image modalities. Image fusion remove or minimize the inconsistencies

or artifacts and needs to provide greater reliability [2].

A perfect illustration including all details of the scene can not be provided by the

camera because the optical lens of cameras contains limited depth of focus. Hence the

target which is found in the focal length of camera is focused in addition to the other

portion of image as blurred region. Multi-focus image fusion integrates the provided

multi-focus images into a single image that includes complete and sufficient significant

details of the provided images. Such method explains the scene more accurately and

precisely as compared to each and every single input image provided for fusion [3].

Multimodal medical image fusion is used to enhance the clinical applicability of
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medical images. It aids more for diagnosis and assessment of medical problems. It

helps in advancing the research and study of human body, cells and organs. Several

medical imaging modalities serve image fusion as primary inputs. It is almost impossi-

ble to capture every aspects of the object from a single modality. Hence by combining

the information from different modalities ensures robustness of the analysis, resulting

diagnosis and clinical accuracy [4].

Image fusion techniques are broadly utilized in different applications to fulfill the

needs of different users. Some applications are

• Medical Imaging: Image fusion is used in medical image study where disease

is analysed through imaging vision by considering and analyzing the spatial res-

olution and frequency perspectives in detail. It combines images from different

modalities like PET (positron emission tomography) and CT (computed tomog-

raphy) [5], MRI (magnetic resonance image) and PET images [6] to get more in-

formative fused image for better clinical analysis. It covers location/identification

of tumors, abnormalities and disease of different anatomies. The more informa-

tive fused image helps in computer-controlled surgical procedures [7].

• Remote Sensing: A large volume of data from multisensor images are used in

remote sensing image fusion is an effective manner. Many of the application

in remote sensing techniques require both high spatial and high spectral reso-

lutions. It describes well especially for geographic information system based

applications. It covers scanning capability to provide a two-dimensional array

of pixels to produce a useful image. It may deploy different parts of electro-

magnetic spectrum [8].

• Security & Surveillance : Image fusion is used to offer a range of potential

benefits for security and surveillance society, that includes enhanced detection

capabilities and increased situational awareness. It covers detection and iden-

tification of potential ground targets [9]. Image sensors and radars are used in

targets tracking. Positioning validity is examined by the combination of radar in-

formation and infrared images. It also helps to narrow down the image working
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territory [10].

• Satellite Imaging: Image fusion is fundamentally utilized in remote as well as

in satellite zones for the proper and accurate judgement of satellite image percep-

tion. It covers location/identification of natural phenomena, detection, tracking

and identification of aircrafts [11].

• Manufacturing: Image fusion covers brand inspection and measurement [12],

integrated component and circuit inspection, complicated instrument diagnostics

[13] and programmable logic controller process monitoring [14].

• Machine Vision: Image fusion is viably utilized in machine vision to envision

the two states after the image concludes its accuracy and correctness for the hu-

man perception. Image fusion is utilized and explored in artificial neural sys-

tems for use in 3D scenario where focal length changes as indicated by wave-

length [15].

• Intelligent Robots:

Fused images are mostly used in robotics field to study and examine the fre-

quency changes and discrepancies in the view of image perspectives. It covers

the object location/recognition and guide the locomotion of robot. Sensor modal-

ity fusion for autonomous driving and stereo camera data fusion are used to built

intelligent robots [16]. It also includes automated control of multiple remote

cameras, target identification and monitoring etc. [17].

1.1 Problem Statement

To design a comprehensive technique that is applicable to all image fusion steps is

nearly impossible. Every technique should consider not just image fusion purpose

along with the qualities of individual sensors, yet additionally specific and determined

imaging conditions like noise corruption, imaging modalities, required accuracy and

application-dependency should also be addressed. Different issues are analyzed to de-

sign image fusion techniques. Aim is to develop multifocus image fusion schemes that
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• Reduce edge blurring,

• Improve fusion accuracy,

• Introduce less artifacts and

• Preserve sharp edge details.

Moreover, develop multimodal image fusion schemes for medical images that

• Preserve the fine details of different tissues

• Properly fuse different tissues and

• Clearly demarcate the boundaries to obtain high quality fused image.

Existing fusion methods are complex found in different domains e.g. wavelet etc. and

not much accurate as they give limited performance for multifocus/multimodal images.

To design and develop accurate, easy and simple image fusion techniques are required

to explore the development and utilization of proposed image fusion techniques in var-

ious fields including medical imaging, multifocus and multimedia.

1.2 Research Activities

The reason for this exploration is to advance a powerful, precise and suggested frame-

work for image fusion in universal computing domain. The reserach effort explained

and shown in this dissertation have been published/under review in differnt journals

[18]- [23]. Six novel techniques have been proposed and developed for both image

fusion categories i.e. for multifocus and medical images. The contributions that belong

to this dissertation are summarized as follows:

In the first technique, the weighted cross bilateral filter (CBF) and non-subsampled

contourlet transform (NSCT) is deployed in fusion of images like multifocus images

(WCNT) [18]. Weights of individual components using CBF are computed. Approxi-

mation weight map is computed by passing the original image and approximation com-

ponent through CBF. Resultant fused image is produced by using these weights along

with input images. In the second technique, an image fusion criteria is developed and

analyzed for multifocus images. This technique combines the strength of both the high
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level discrete wavelet transform (DWT) components and guided filter (HDGF) in fu-

sion process [19]. Decision map of high level components is computed by the help of

the strength of guided filter to get refined weight map which is used to get the desired

fused image with the help of input images. In the third technique, a fusion criteria is

presented for multifocus images in which alpha map and sum-of-modified Laplacian

(SML) is computed (AMSL). SML is applied on image gradients to get the weighted

thresholded image [20]. In order to get desired fused image, weights from top-hat

transform and alpha map are computed and used along with input images.

In the fourth technique, the saliency map and CBF (SMCB) is used to suggest fusion

criteria for medical images [21]. Laplacian filter along with gaussian saliency is used

to get initial weight map which is further refined by CBF which is combined and pro-

cessed along with provided input images to get the required fused image as output. In

fifth technique, energy of Laplacian (EOL) and DWT based medical image fusion crite-

ria is presented (ELDM) [22]. Source images from different modalities are split. Focus

measure from EOL and morphological operations are used. Required fused image is

determined by using this measure along with source images. In sixth technique, shift

invariant discrete wavelet transform (SIDWT) and sparse based medical image fusion

criteria is presented (SSFM) [23]. SIDWT is used to split source images. The thresh-

olded map from approximation components and weights form other detail components

are joined to be used with source images to get the required fused image.

1.3 Thesis Outline

• Chapter 2: Here in this chapter a detailed literature review is discussed. Intro-

duction, detailed strategy, results detail and drawbacks of existing techniques are

highlighted in detail.

• Chapter 3: In this chapter fusion of multifocus images using CBF and NSCT is

discussed in detail. More informative edge details is determined after applying

the proposed technique.

• Chapter 4: In this chapter fusion of multifocus images are discussed in detail.

It uses strength of both high level DWT components and guided filter in detail.
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The proper contrast and image sharpness is observed in this proposed technique.

• Chapter 5: In this chapter fusion of multifocus images using Alpha map and

SML on Gradients is discussed in detail. This technique helps to detect proper

image boundaries and minimizes fusion artifacts.

• Chapter 6: In this chapter fusion of medical images using saliency map and

CBF is discussed in detail. Various type of brain tissues are properly fused in one

image.

• Chapter 7: In this chapter fusion of medical images using EOL and DWT is

discussed in detail. EOL helps to proper analyze fine and coarse detail of multi-

modal images in one fused image.

• Chapter 8: In this chapter fusion of medical images using SIDWT based sparse

fusion is discussed in detail. The proper demarcated boundaries are observed in

the fusion result of this technique.

• Chapter 9: Dissertation is concluded and explored for future work and open

research problems.
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Chapter 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

Different image fusion algorithms have been developed and implemented to efficiently

use and compute different type of images and work on such techniques are in progress

for more that 20 years [24]. Optical focal points frequently give images covering both

in focus and out focus areas because of narrow depth-of-focus [25]. A method to deal

with such kind of problem is to merge various images into a single fused image. Such

image contains almost all required and useful detail [26]. Traditional image fusion

methods depend on different numerical tasks like multiplication, addition, median and

maximum functions. Such methods offer a markable efficiency but yet are very less

to to fuse multifocus images accurately [27]. Such algorithms are grouped in the two

classifications i.e. transform domain fusion and spatial domain fusion that covers well

the relevant issues.

Few modern transform domain methods has gained more attentions that covers con-

tourlet transform [28], curvelet transform [29] and log-Gabor wavelet transform [30].

Sparse representation [31] are also used to compute such image fusion results. Trans-

form domain based techniques (ratio of low-pass pyramid (RP) [32], Laplacian pyramid

(LP) [33], DWT [34], dual-tree complex wavelet transform [36], NSCT [35], station-

ary wavelet transform (SWT) [37], curvelet transform [38], orthogonal wavelet trans-

form [39], and SIDWT [40]) uses required associated details with high and low fre-

quency components to enhance precision, correctness and subjective visibility. But still

spatial inconsistencies and halo artifacts near edges are observed in these techniques.

Various spatial domain fusion methods have been designed and implemented. Such

methods are in use for more that 20 years. Two categories of such methods exists that

covers pixel based methods [41, 42] along with region based methods [43]. In partic-

ular, the rule of such methods is to pick more explicit and understandable pixels or

regions found in the image. Given input images provide a base to develop the fused
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image as resultant image. Pixel and region-based spatial fusion methods [44, 45] are

statistically found well organized and systematic, but still face noise sensitivity prob-

lem. Blocking artifacts near boundary regions are found in region and matrix factoriza-

tion based methods [46]. However, edge-preserving filters based fusion prevents such

artifacts [47]. Overall quality of the image is improved by using gradients in multi ex-

posure and multifocus image fusion schemes , but noise like artifacts are found in such

schemes [48].

In order to preserve edges and directional information in fused image, strength of

both multi scale decomposition along with bilateral filter (BF) is used image fusion

process [49]. Numerous researches in this field is produced that focus around creating

modern strategies for multi scale decomposition.

Techniques which break down the source images into coarse and detail layers are

based on multi level local extrema. Such layers are fused by utilizing contrast function

and local energy [50]. Image fusion with low and high frequency sub-bands uses the

correlation information. Such information is found between contiguous pixels. Win-

dow neighborhood criteria is used by low frequency sub-bands and window standard

deviation criteria is used by high frequency sub-bands in this case [51]. A compa-

rable strategy in view of wavelet based transform with human visual system utilizes

perceivability and variance metric for image fusion to get detailed image. To mini-

mize the noise and preserving homogeneity, window based consistency verification is

used [52]. The weight parameters are used in weighted average method which are used

for multi scale decomposition. These parameters are used in various scales and their

values are computed by combing global and local weights. Such strategy helps to prop-

erly maintain image details and is insensitive to noise [53]. Both shift-invariant shearlet

transform and two-state hidden Markov tree based fusion helps to minimize color defor-

mation [54]. Multi scale fusion uses intra/inter scale consistencies and cross-scale rule

to make full use of neighborhood details for ideal choice of coefficients [55] However,

hybrid combination of the guided filter along with BF can perform a better behavior

near the edges [56]. Such methods extract the fundamental notable data by decompos-

ing the images into various coefficients [57], but some of the time neglect to preserve
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helpful image attributes [58].

Medical image fusion combines the corresponding data of various components like

bones structures, tissues and vein designs [59]. Such medical images are available on-

line. Improved visual evaluation and enhance the accuracy in computed aided analysis

are basis for better image fusion [60]. Image fusion is a necessary and basic step in

restorative image examination that covers medical images e.g. MRI and CT. However,

such medical images have limited contrast and structure perceivability. The traditional

image fusion procedures uses basic numerical activities that give constrained precision

to medical image analysis which do not match in quality with the the existing methods.

Over the past few years, a technique has been presented which enhances the quality

of the image quality and reduces radiation measurement by utilizing distinctive con-

trast operators [61]. Next to these, image handling systems are additionally created

to reestablish image details utilizing multi scale edge maps locally and globally [62].

Wavelet modulus maxima is used for fusion at different dimensions and transfer speeds

for effective image fusion results [63]. Fusion of sub-bands (like low frequency and

high frequency) uses correlation information found in adjacent pixels [64, 65]. How-

ever, fusion is yet an essential step where point is to incorporate helpful data from

various modalities.

In order to hold valuable data shift invariant dual tree complex wavelet and direction-

ally selective model is used [66]. In order to fuse noisy medical images like MRI and

CT, minimum errors estimator and weight maps based filter is utilized, however, ex-

perimental choice of various parameters is critical in concluding remarks [67]. Fusion

algorithm that uses discrete cosine transform and multi scale transformation are com-

paratively computationally efficient [68]. Multi scale decomposition and BF fusion is

introduced to preserve edges with directional details [69]. Pixel significance allocates

weight to every pixel by estimating the valuable information details. Such significance

is based on neighboring data and statistical properties of pixels [70]. However, various

blurring artifacts are observed in such methods.

Local energy and contrast function is used for accuracy in medical image fusion [71].

Image decomposition with maximum rule fusion which is based on waveatoms trans-
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formation offers comparable accuracy and computational efficiency with other tech-

niques [72]. Such methods proved their worth in today image fusion era. Visual system

that uses framelet transform based fusion strategy incorporates visibility as well as

texture measure for better analysis [73]. Such method minimizes noise and preserves

coonsistency for clarity [74]. However, such techniques suffer from various blurring

artifacts, fusion artifacts and false edges.

Yin et al. [75] introduced an image fusion method for medical images. In order

to get multi scale and multi direction representations, source images are decomposed

by the help of NSST in this method. Input high-frequency bands are fused by us-

ing a parameter-adaptive pulse-coupled neural network (PCNN). This band is used to

adaptively estimeate the PCNN parameters. Fusion based on NSST takes advantage

of image characteristics like detailed information and uses contrast to enhance image

features. However, such method is not feasible for medical images as boundaries are

mixed at fine details and edges are not clearly demarcated in medical images. NSCT

along with NSST can improve performance.

Zhan et al. [76] introduced a fast image fusion method that uses fast filtering (FFIF)

and structure preserving mask. This method employees the worth of discrete gradient

magnitude to notice both contrast and image sharpness. Fast morphological filtering

operation is further used to refined this process. Weight matrix is obtained by a thresh-

olding step. Mean and variance of weight matrix is calculated for structure preserving

filter. Moreover, structure-preserving filter along with box filter is used to compute the

required weighted map image in the environment of spatial domain which is used in

desired fusion process. The technique is insensitive to empirical selection of various

constraints and is computationally efficient. However, FFIF based fusion still faces ad-

ditional artifacts in different portion of images. Majority filtering along with FFIF can

improve performance.

Bavirisetti et al. [77] presented a method of medical images fusion for MRI and

CT images. In such method complementary anatomy detail of a targeted tissue will

be produced. In this method, MRI and CT brain images are used as source medical

images which are fused using weighted average fusion algorithm. Guided filter and
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image statistics for fusion (GFSF) is used in this method to extract detail layers from

each source image. Such detail layers are used with help of image data to compute

weights that corresponds to each source image. Next a fusion approach is applied to

combine source image data along with weighted average into a single image to improve

fusion process. However, it is observed that such process do not accurately fuse desire

tissues. Performance of such method can boost by deploying different morphological

functions.

Liu et al. [78] intorduced an image fusion technique for medical images which uses

convolutional neural networks (CNN). In this technique weight map is computed by us-

ing a siamese convolutional network (SCN). Pixel activity information from different

input images are combined by the help of weight map. To adjust the fusion process, a

local similarity based strategy is used for the decomposed coefficients. It helps to avoid

loosing useful information source when images have high similarity. Multi scale pro-

cess using image pyramids is used to find fused image that provides good fusion metric

output for a detailed evaluation. However, air boundaries shown black in mutlimodal

images are not properly demarcated along with bone tissues. Deep CNN along with

this method can improve performance.

Bavirisetti et al. [79] introduced an image fusion technique by using saliency de-

tection and multi scale image decomposition (MDSD). Different issues found in mul-

tifocus image fusion are addressed by this technique by using multi scale image de-

composition and maximum symmetric saliency detection. This is simple algorithm in

which average filter is used for source images. Weight map of this technique helps

to find focused and defocused areas of the source images. Sharp image details found

in source images are integrated in required fused image. Computational time of this

method is comparatively less. However, image areas with consistent regions are not

properly fused and appears dull look in the fused image. Multi scale morphological

focus-measure along with this method can improve performance.

Kumar et al. [80] used weighted average to fuse source images. This technique ap-

plies the weights obtained after processing the detail images. Source images are used

to extract these weights by the help of CBF. Technique dependent on CBF considers
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geometric closeness and intensity resemblance for computation of fusion weights and

produce weights which are used to link neighboring pixels by using grey level geomet-

ric closeness function and degree of similarities. Subtraction of given source image

from CBF output is carried out to obtain the detail images. Such images help to get the

weights by computing the strength of detail components. CBF returns gradient reversal

artifacts in the fused image and take more time to execute. CBF and different other

image fusion frameworks can be used to avoid such artifacts.

Li et al. [81] introduced a thorough image fusion method in which fusion process is

applied on both base as well as detail layers images by the help of spatial consistency.

Weighted average map is computed by the help of guided filter to fuse the source im-

ages. This method makes efficient utilization of of procedure defined in spatial consis-

tency. This step is required for fusion of both layers of images. Base layer includes

large amount of variations found in intensity patterns. Small scale information are

found in detail layer in this method. A two-scale decomposition is followed by using

both of these layers. A simple averaging filter is used in this method for fusion process.

Local filtering method is used in this method for image fusion. This method is param-

eter dependent as different roles are determined by setting the parameters used in the

guided filter and computationally efficient. However, the efficiency of the this method

(by selecting different constraints used in the guided filter) can be further analyzed and

improved in conjunction with other edge preserving filters.

Ramlal et al. [82] introduced image fusion scheme to fused medical images. This

scheme uses simplified form of pulse coupled neural network by the help of NSST for

use in medical field. Approximation and detail components are obtained from source

images after decomposition process by using NSST. Activity measure which is based

on regional energy is used by this scheme. It helps to check consistency. Such measure

helps to fuse the approximation components obtained from NSST. Detail components

are used to calculate morphological gradient and is used with PCNN to fuse with de-

tail components. This method retains most part of the bone, CSF and edema details.

However, this method follows complex fusion rules and do not cover different forms of

multi resolution transforms on different forms of datasets for further refinement. Fusion
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rules need to be improved by usage of other type of filters e.g. box filter.

Liu et al. [83] used fusion rule cascaded with learning a CNN model performed

activity level measurement. Image fusion based on deep CNN estimates a focus map

to assign weights to each pixels. Direct mapping between focused measure and source

images is learned by the help of a deep learning approach. Next a deep CNN is used

to encode the mapping details. Different high-quality image stripes along with blurred

class are trained by the help of CNN. The fused image maintains good visual quality.

However, this method is slow as it used CNN and perform segmentation at different

scales and do not fully fuse different regions efficiently. Criteria to refine different

scale can improve performance of this scheme.

Rnz et al. [84] introduced Co-Fusion, a dense simultaneous localization and mapping

structure. It considers a live sequence of input colour images. The scene in these images

are segmented in different objects. This method tracks and reconstructs objects in their

“3D” shape in real time. A robot is enabled in the resulting system to preserve a scene

description at the object that covers dynamic scenes as well. In this method, scene

with continuous cyclic motion is not considered and the simultaneously keeping track

of an agent’s location needs to be properly accommodated for which local features are

required to be computed for further improvement in accuracy.

Haramiishi et al. [85] introduced an image fusion technique to cover images from

different modalities. This technique analyzed the feasibility of software-based CT and

SPECT. External fiducial markers are used in this technique for visualization of Sen-

tinel Nodes (SNs) found in breast cancer. The medical images used in this technique

were resized, interpolated, reconfigured, and registered. Such steps are performed

point-by-point on the workstation. Misalignment of image fusion occurred in it be-

cause the lateral region contained SNs of first level on the CT image. Muscle structure

contains the hot nodes in the resultant fused image in this method. Misalignment men-

tioned the fact that the identical body place could not be cloned on the SPECT and CT

like image modalities. Such situation is observed in the cases where the patients could

not carry their arms at the same spot in one as well as the other clinical examinations.

Registration process algorithm needs to improve in order for fast processing.
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Teodoro et al. [86] presented an organized study that covers tag relevance fusion.

Different stages that covers both early and late are discussed in this study. Strength

of both supervised and unsupervised detail environments are evaluated in detail. Both

steps that covers early tag fusion and late tag fusion are addressed by using neighbor

voting algorithm. Rarely tagged concepts like addressing concepts are efficiently ad-

dresses by using early tag fusion process. Tag relevance estimation is improved by

using tag relevance fusion. This process is accomplished by directly manipulating the

visual neighbors as a major benefit. Late fusion has two major benefits i.e. it allows

more flexibility to deal with varied tag relevance estimators and directly optimizes im-

age retrieval. Accuracy of the given algorithm is not up to the mark as it is not robust

to noise. Duplicate scenes are not well explained. However, pool of images need to be

accommodated to increase worth of presented algorithm.

Lu et al. [87] presented a self-similarity-based approach for for underwater images.

In this approach descattering and super resolution (SR) is used. In this method first a

high resolution image is obtained from both scattered as well as descattered images by

the usage of SR algorithm in which self similarity is used as an index. In the further

refinement processt a convex fusion principle is applied for retrieving the final high

resolution component. Emphasis on solving the inhomogeneous scatters is not well

addressed and not well focused. This method overcomes the noise as well as artifacts

in scattered images. In it artificial lighting issues in SR should be focused to improve

quality of result and chain code may be deployed to overcome the segmenation for the

improvement of this method.

Zafar et al. [88] used the prediction of the brain activity using different features. Such

activity is estimated by matching score densities which is based on likelihood ratio test.

Within this method, prediction is based on the features of electroencephalography and

fMRI data sets. The densities are estimated using kernel density estimation (KDE) in

this technique. Training data of different classes used in estimating the densities and

fused with the testing data. Such technique helps in selection of the best appropriate

class of the testing dataset. In this technique only one statistical technique is applied

on neuro imaging data i.e. score fusion based on likelihood ratio and only combination
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of KDE and likelihood ratio test (LRT) is used. However, other techniques like diffu-

sion weighted imaging and LRT can be used along density estimation techniques (e.g.

Gaussian mixture model) for better result prediction.

Zhan et al. [89] presented a infrared polarization and intensity image fusion algo-

rithm. This technique follows spatial domain to improve the visual effect and contrast

of fused image. Resultant fused image is determined by adding different type of fea-

ture fused images. This method enhances the edge and texture feature of image and

retains the low frequency features of source images. However, no criteria for breakage

in edge is specified and low frequency component is not analyzed properly. DWT and

multi resolution processing can be performed to properly analyze different frequency

components and stronger response to fine detail in image edges can be achieved by

deploying second order derivatives or by using variant of Laplacian.

Levin et al. [90] compared two different models for data fusion and suggested the

utilization of global difference maps (GDMs). This method facilitated the comparison

between both of these decompositions. In this method use of GDMs is proposed. This

step is found necessarya as to reduce the total discriminative power of each dataset

found in a decomposition. Regions in the GDMs are found similar across methods and

spatial independent vector analysis (IVA) maintains higher spatial variability as com-

pare to transposed IVA. However, the choice of an appropriate is still unresolved. The

used transposed model is vital to the success of independent vector analysis. Principal

component analysis (PCA) needs to be deployed for dimensionality reduction prior to

IVA for better feature evaluation.

Ariffin et al. [91] discussed the possibility of applying image fusion for ear recogni-

tion and which fusion technique is best to do the job. In this method threshold value is

used as weighted average. For average DWT, the fusion happened at each sub bands

instead of the pixel value as in weighted average. For this study, both visible and

thermal images are decomposed to one level. This method shows that thermal images

performed better than DWT fused images with narrow and barely significant margin.

It is not clear that which type of images and fusion technique are better for robust ear

recognition. By extending the idea to other existing fusion techniques including guided
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filters for image fusion can improve results significantly.

Ferraris et al. [92] presented a change identification technique to analyze fusion strat-

egy. This technique deals with optical images that contain multi band and such modal-

ities have non-identical spatial and spectral resolutions. In this method a persistent

fusion strategy is analyzed to effectively identify changes found within two multi band

optical images. In this technique, a Bayesian estimation method was used to understand

both the latent images and also suggested to analyze the associated change vector. Data

observed in this technique belong to same low spatial and spectral resolution and also

this method showed higher efficiency as compare to existing techniques. In this tech-

nique several change masks were manually produced and uses uses a bi-cubic spatial

interpolation found in the the low resonance hyperspectral patch which defames the

output. This algorithm needs to change for single mask to enhance performance.

Mei et al. [93] presented a convex variational model for fusion process. This model

works for noisy images by combining the total variation regularization for removing the

noise with the fidelity term for making the fused image closer to the predefined image.

In this model, it is assumed that the synthetical fractional-order gradient details from

input images fits within the fractional-order gradient details found in the fused image

in the sense of second order norm. This method showed good fusion results against

selected fusion metrics and this method is only tested against two metrics and did not

consider other fusion metrics. However, more fusion metrics for example SSIM and

entropy measure needs to be checked for authenticity of this method and CBF can be

used as hybrid technique for image fusion to further improve the output.

Yang et al. [94] presented a SR based multifocus image fusion technique. This tech-

nique works by the help of a joint dictionary learning algorithm. Classifying patches

from multiple source images is performed by K-means clustering technique. Each

patch-based cluster is used to extract PCA bases for construction of sub-dictionary.

Every cluster is used to determine sub-dictionaries which are combined to compute

final informative dictionary. An effective dictionary is designed by the utilization of

the SR approach. Such defined process is helpful to get the fused image. K means is

used in this algorithm which may stuck in local minimum and face tighter cluster prob-
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lem and no way is suggested to handle this situation. However, Sobel operator along

with non sub-sampled contourlet transform instead of gradient features can improve

performance of the fusion process in this technique.

Peng et al. [95] introduced an image fusion technique that combines combines multi

wavelet with the non sub-sampled directional filter bank called as multi NSDFB trans-

form. Local SML (belong to multi NSDFB coefficient) helped to motivate the PCNN

neurons and such neurons are accepted to merge the corresponding coefficient in the

multi NSDFB field. A good approximation of image edge makes fusion method more

attractive. However, it involves lot of computation makes running of method slow.

Laplacian of gaussian transform should be joined with the directional filter bank us-

ing contourlet transform to make edges more clear and morphological filtering can be

used as preprocessing step and then applying fusion algorithm can demonstrate better

output.

Yan et al. [96] offered a dictionary learning based image fusion method that uses

rolling guidance filter. This filter is used to blur the classical multifocus images. Images

from this filter helps in the learning images which helps to build the learned dictionary

which is applied on the source images. A focus measurement model is customized by

the help of this process. This model helps to create a focus regions map. Decision map

is determined by the help of these maps of the input images and optimized by use of

morphological operators. This method is better to some representative methods in the

presence of well registered images. However, instead of taking normalized difference

images, if we apply criteria such as to take normalized difference between correspond-

ing patches then the performance of this method can be further enhanced.

Peschoud et al. [97] presented a fusion method by using spatial spectral temporal

fusion (SSTF) for different sensor images. In this method low earth orbit (LEO) sensor

images along with geostationary earth orbit (GEO) sensor images are merged together.

In SSTF, the spatial resolution found in the LEO sensor is integrated with the temporal

resolution found in the GEO sensor. By the help of this process, multi spectral GEO

images are determined which enables a quasi-continuous to keep track of water struc-

ture. However, this procedure does not provide all bands of ocean and color instrument
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(OCI) sensor is not considered and also does not provide all bands of ocean, however,

this fusion process can be strengthened by integrating all bands of ocean and color

instrument in OCI sensor needs to be embeded for further algorithm enhancement.

Wang et al. [98] offered a fusion technique source image patches are categorized

into various groups. This method obtains enough meterial for sparse representation

and integrates geometric dictionary construction. Groups used int this technique are

based on morphological similarities. Few informative and compact sub-dictionaries are

extracted by the help of each image patch cluster. Major limitations observed in this

method are that the patch size of each and every sparse-representation is fixed. Size

of the sliding window in overlapping region is assigned fixed number of pixels in both

horizontal and vertical directions in each experimental conditions. This will increase

running time of algorithm. However, running time of this method can be decreased if

we chose different patch size e.g. large patch size where patch difference is minimum

or zero to enhance fusion performance.

Qi et al. [99] presented a framework that incorporates online dictionary learning and

entropy-based clustering for use in a sparse representation process. Different steps ex-

plores this framework. At initial step, Gaussian filter is applied as a decomposition pro-

cess on the source image which helps to get low-frequency along with high-frequency

components. Secondly, weighted mean principle combines the low-frequency com-

ponents. Next dictionary-learning algorithm is used to combine the high-frequency

components. At last fusion process is applied by the help of these components to deter-

mine the required fused image. This framework shows better performance as compare

to existing solutions. However, a part of the high-frequency details is found missing in

the fused image. Preprocessing step is required as to suppress noise and post processing

is also needed to handle outliers.

Zhu et al. [100] suggested an image fusion framework which uses stochastic coor-

dinate coding. Such framework is incorporated with local density peaks with different

steps. Initially input images are divided into minor image patches. Local density peaks

clustering is used to categorize these patches into different groups. Then the learning

the sub-dictionary is constructed by grouping the classified image patches by the help
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of stochastic coordinate coding system. Sub-dictionaries are trained and then merged

into a detailed dictionary which is used in sparse representation. Simultaneous orthog-

onal matching pursuit (OMP) algorithm is applied to perform sparse representation.

Inversely transformed fused coefficients by the help of the learned dictionary is applied

to form an image. This method has high performance without any apriori knowledge.

Some preprocessing step needs to be embeded to deal with outliers to improve accu-

racy.

Khan et al. [101] produced an improved technique that is based on X-ray image fu-

sion. This technique addresses the issues like impulse/poisson noise, sharpness and

blurriness in degraded X-ray images. Two X-ray source images are used to keep up

the individual improved changes. The upside of this technique is that the used filter

is straightforward and can be acknowledged considerably quicker than existing filters.

Also it can identify corrupted pixels in a reliable and productive way. Such steps helps

to improve the X-ray image. However, Weiner filter used in this algorithm is compu-

tationally expensive for small change in noise. Window sliding concept may produce

better results if it’s used for local and global scenarios and weighted fuzzy C means

algorithm can be a better choice as denoising step.

Geng et al. [102] adopted the cycle spinning method for multifocus image fusion.

This method overcomes the problems found in pseudo-Gibbs phenomena. This method

used a modified SML rule to help the decision map to properly pick the ripplet coef-

ficient. Since the pseudo-Gibbs hypothesis found by the deficiency of translation in-

variant approach that is used in ripplet transform therefore the cycle spinning is used to

change it. The ripplet coefficients are fused using modified SML to express its function-

ing. Ripplet transform is used in this multifocus image fusion method and is discussed

in detail. This method helps to reduce the pseudo-Gibbs phenomena issues in a better

way. However, boundaries especially corners of fused image is not up to the mark.

Saliency map and CBF can be used to efficiently address blurred boundary problem.

Gao et al. [103] introduced a multifocus image fusion technique via jointly training

the coupled dictionary. Focused and blurred classes of images in this methodology are

used to form a couple of dictionaries which is exploited for accurate and more compact
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illustration of various focus images. Such technique is used to acquire multiple sparse

representations. However, it is recommended to mutually learn the coupled dictionary

from the focused and defocused image patches. Such dictionaries are used to depict

original images in terms of sparse coefficients. Use shift zero-frequency component to

center of spectrum before applying K-singular value decomposition algorithm to im-

prove corner response and structure-enforced matrix factorization needs to be deployed

with K-singular value decomposition algorithm to improve results.

Geng et al. [104] presented an effective multifocus image fusion technique for pro-

ducing a more informatory fused image through merging multiple source images. This

multi NSDFB transform follows a two dimensional image sparse representation. This

algorithm better approximates image edges, can preferably extract focus image part and

discard the defocused region in the source images. However, although this algorithm

extract focus image part but its mutual information parameter does not accurately ver-

ify the result and discarding the defocused region in the source images is ambiguous.

Discarded region needs to be tracked for comparison to fused image and low pass coef-

ficients needs to be evaluated in each direction as part of this algorithm as to save true

pixel values.

Ouarda et al. [105] introduced an image fusion method to fuse medical images. In

this method fusion operators accomplish aggregation which helps to model the doctor

the everyday clinical analysis and covers both benign and malignant clinical informa-

tion. This methodology is tested on real MRI brain scans. This step helps to address

and covers both healthy and pathological images, to certify its effectiveness. These

MRI brain images can be found from different online web resources. Medical image

fusion not only improves the slices found in brain images but also helps for better clin-

ical analysis. However, results shows that there are some edge points of the tumor

which is yet not distinguished from regular portion of soft tissues of MR image. At

level of modeling, other detailed information can be combined to enhance the mass of

obtainable information which can improve the performance of this method.

Zhan et al. [106] introduced a fusion method using guided image filter which pre-

serves well the detail information without producing artifacts and distortions. The ma-
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jority filter in this method provides a way of spreading the focused regions to neighbor-

hood. The EOL of input images is determined in this multifocus image fusion process.

This process helps to choose which segments of the source images have better focus

and also minimizes the chance of producing artifacts and distortions as result of image

fusion. However, it is observed that EOL is used as lower time-consuming process and

model utilizes the zero-crossings of image Laplacian which is very sensitive to noise.

Hybrid combination of SML and EOL can be used for computing the improved focus

quality.

Alshawi et al. [107] introduced a medical image fusion method which makes use

of bidimensional empirical mode decomposition (BEMD). Output of BEMD-based fu-

sion matches well and positively with wavelet-based and curvelet based fusion meth-

ods. BEMD requires high computation time which limits BEMD practicality and fuses

residues using PCA rule only. However, Fusion algorithm performance can be in-

creased if other interpolation methods are deployed. Size of BIMFs may vary be if

diagonal values are also considered for upper and lower envelopes and common trends

between two should be excluded. Hybrid combination of PCA and linear discriminant

analysis can improve accuracy of this method.

Choi et al. [108] produced an image fusion method to analyze the behaviour of

speckle noise. This method reduces the effect of the speckle noise in ultrasonic images

which optimizes the denoising performance. Speckle reducing anisotropic diffusion

(SRAD) is used by this method. SRAD is an anisotropic diffusion edge detector filter.

SRAD is used for speckled images without using logarithmic compression. Such filter

works better with additive Gaussian noise cases. However, edges produced by result

are not much visually clear and not up to the standard and output image patches do

not clearly indicate boundaries. Different modes of DWT are ignored. DWT modes

e.g. DWT extension mode can be used for more accuracy of quantitative parameters.

Boundary conditions in SRAD filter can be further studied to increase worth of the

method.

Al-Azzawi et al. [109] introduced an image fusion technique for fusing medical im-

ages. This technique applies fusion rule which uses shearlet transform and human
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visibility feature. In this methodology, medical images were initially decomposed by

the help of shearlet transform to get shearlet coefficients and the fusion rules were ap-

plied to these coefficients that help to determine the fused image. Human visibility

feature helped to combine the low-frequency coefficients. Maximum selection fusion

rule is deployed to combine the high frequency coefficients. Inverse shearlet transform

helped the fused coefficients to compute the required fused image. This strategy in this

technique has effectively been used in MRI and CT medical image fusion to properly

identify the tumor. However, quantitative measure root mean square error still has high

value which reflect that still there are image information which are lost in this fusion

process.

Shuaiqi et al. [110] presented a fusion method that uses rolling guidance filter (RGF)

along with improved spiking cortical model (SCM). Fusion strategy offers effective

fusion method which is more robustness to noise. SCM helps to expand this method in

fusing different kind of medical images. In this technique, initially saliency of source

multimodal images are recorded by the help of RGF. Mean and variance of the source

images are used to pick the self-adaptive threshold found in SCM. At last the fused

image is obtained by the help of SCM which is driven by RGF coefficients. This

method is based on RGF and enhanced SCM and improves the medical fusion analysis

which is robust to noise. However, performance of this algorithm is limited in case of

noisy images. Joint filter approach can be used for RGF and CBF for proper analysis

of deficiency in the quantitative results.

Ma et al. [111] introduced a patch-wise image fusion approach. This method uses

the direction of structure vector. This vector is incorporated into the construction of

the weighting process which enables to account for dynamic scenes. This algorithm

produces good visual results for different sequence of images. The color in the uniform

areas appears dull. Such areas covers the walls and window frames. Quantitative anal-

ysis shows that algorithm produces good results for source sequence of cave and form

house only. However, it needs to define threshold for blocks where flat regions have

less importance and with color image patch components , decompose those into three

conceptually redundant patches that should be identified to speedup algorithm.
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Guo et al. [112] explored the image self-similarity and the distance that exists be-

tween the object and the focal plane. This technique functions as adaptive regions.

Such regions are produced to determine the clarity. These regions are dependent on

joint uniformity of source images. This strategy ignores the blurring on one object and

perform more authentic decisions for fusion. Next a weighting fusion rule is suggested

to further suppress the blurring artifacts by the help of adaptive regions voting rule. The

separations between different objects and the focal plane are integrated in adaptive re-

gions to get more clarity. Less artifacts are accomplished around the object boundaries

and edges. However, this method performs not up to the mark than guided filtering

and is computationally expensive. Compute weights to assign each pixel weighage and

outliers may be assigned minimum weights to further improve this technique.

Yang et al. [113] presented an image fusion technique to address different issues

found in spatial and transform domain image fusion techniques e.g. the hurdles found

in sub-band coefficients selection which is used in multi scale transform domain-based

image fusion methos. The issue of blocking effects is found which is caused by spatial

domain image fusion. This technique uses NSCT in which focused area recogbition

is suggested for multifocus image fusion. Fusion decision map (which is detected by

focused areas) is used to help the fusion process and enhances the accuracy of the fusion

output. However, the high-frequency sub-band coefficients may introduce additional

artifacts. Log-Gabor energy rule helps to fuse such bands. Gradient method should

be introduced at average of low and high frequency sub-band coefficients to minimize

effect of additional artifacts.

Bai et al. [114] introduced an effective quad tree decomposition strategy. According

to strategy of this method, the input images are segmented into different blocks. Each

block has optimal size in a quad tree structure. A weighted focus-measure is used in

the tree structure and focused regions are observed by the help of this measure. The

source images are used to extract the focused regions. Fully focused image is generated

by reconstructing these regions. This algorithm is straightforward and effective, due

to the quad tree decomposition method and the weighted focus-measure. However,

quantitative results shows that still method needs improvement. Gradient similarity
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metric and edge based similarity metric should be tested for images having soft tissues

like MR images.

Kazerooni et al. [115] presented MRI-based multi parametric segmentation method

for image fusion. Spatial fuzzy C-means clustering algorithm and region growing

method is used in this method. This method considers the fuzzy related activities of

the glioblastoma multi form tumor. This method provides good results in the presence

of noise. Also this method properly separates different regions. However, this scheme

do not clearly distinguish regions that has relatively low apparent diffusion coefficients

including partly viable tumor, normal brain tissue and edema. Each cluster has degree

of pixel membership which is not clear and can be further enhanced if we defocus flat

regions in MR images.

Zhan et al. [116] addressed the issues of fusing multifocus images. Concept of phase

congruency (PC) is used properly. In this method the focus measure acts as strong PC

close to unique image feature which is analyzed by the help of complex Gabor wavelet.

Comparison of the PC is used to get decision map and the fusion quality depends upon

it. Demarcation is determined between the focused region and defocused region and the

map is prepared. Both of these tasks are implemented by help of the majority filter. This

fusion method good performance both in terms of visually and quantitatively. However,

criteria for handling duplicate information from the image is not properly explored,

which may affect the efficacy of this method. Alpha map and SML on gradients can be

used collectively to improve fusion performance of this method.

Liu et al. [117] presented a cartoon texture decomposition based image fusion

scheme. Input images are segmented into texture as well as cartoon contents. Seg-

mentation process is applied by the help of improved iterative re-weighted decomposi-

tion set of rules. Appropriate fusion rules are created to fuse both the the texture and

cartoon contents. It could obtain fast convergence and certainly approximates the mor-

phological structure components. The fused texture and cartoon components are joined

to get the required fused image. This method provide good visual results. However,

in this scheme upsampling details are not properly addressed. Morphological contents

together with gaussian saliency can further improve performance.
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2.1 Quantitative Measures/Metrics

Let Ii are input images having dimension M × N and i shows index of input images.

F (m,n) be the gray level intensity of fused image F at pixel (m,n) Following quan-

titative metrics are employed to observe the performance of proposed image fusion

techniques which indicates that how much of the salient information contained in both

of the input images has been transferred in to the composite fused image.

• Standard Deviation (ξSD): It computes the contrast found in the output fused

image. A high contrast found in the fused image includes a high standard devia-

tion. ξSD is calculated as [118],√∑M
m=1

∑N
n=1(F (m,n)− F̂ )2

MN

where F (m,n) and F̂ are fused and average pixel intensity of fused image re-

spectively. The greater the standard deviation, the high index of contrast is

present.

• Average Gradient (ξAG): It shows the contrast found in the details variation of

pattern found in the image and used to assess the clarity as [118],

1

(M − 1)(N − 1)

M−1∑
m=1

N−1∑
n=1

√(
(
∂F (xm, yn)

∂xm
)2 + (

∂F (xm, yn)

∂yn
)2
)

where ∂F (xm,yn)
∂xm

and ∂F (xm,yn)
∂xn

shows partial gradients along rows i.e. ∂xn and

column i.e. ∂yn respectively. High values of ξAG shows high contrast between

details variation of pattern in fused image.

• Similarity Measure (ξQ0): It helps to determine the similarity found in the fused

and input images [119]. High values of ξQ0 shows more similarity measure. The

maximum value ξQ0 = 1 is achieved when both images are identical.

• Edge Dependent Quality (ξQe): It is used to process edge dependent quality

measure of fused and input images [119]. High values of ξQe shows good edge

dependent quality.
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• Mutual Information (ξMI): It determines the degree of dependency present

between both images. A large measure shows better standard. ξMI in fused

image is determined as [119],

MII1F +MII2F

where MII1F represents ξMI present between first image along with fused im-

age and MII2F represents ξMI present between second image along with fused

image. High values of ξMI shows good results.

• Normalized Edge (ξEd): It shows normalized feature mutual information by

usage of edge of fused and input images [120]. High values of ξEd shows good

normalized edge.

• Normalized Gradient (ξGr): It shows normalized feature mutual information

by usage of gradient of fused and input images [120]. High values of ξGr shows

good normalized gradient results.

• Normalized Wavelet (ξWv): It shows normalized feature mutual information by

usage of wavelet of fused and input images [120]. High values of ξWv shows

good normalized wavelet results.

• Raw Pixels (ξNn): It shows raw pixels without feature extraction of fused and

input images [120]. High values of ξNn shows good values for raw pixels.

• Spatial Frequency (ξSF): It is determined by processing both the row frequency

along with column frequency of fused image [121]. ξSF is calculated as,

√
RF 2 + CF 2

ξSF with higher values shows the similarity found in input images and fused im-

age.

• Structural Similarity (ξSS): It shows structural similarity metric (SSIM) to cap-

ture the loss of image structure [122]. High values of ξSs shows more structural

similarity.
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Chapter 3

CBF and NSCT based Weighted Multifocus Image Fusion

A stepped forward multifocus image fusion scheme is proposed to determine a more

informative tissues detailed image. In this scheme different weights are used by de-

ploying the functionality found in NSCT and CBF. NSCT facilitates to decompose the

input images into various approximation as well as detail components. In order to

acquire approximation weight map, both source image along with approximation com-

ponent is used to pass by CBF. Next, the detail components are combined by the use

of weighted average. This step is required to obtain detail weighted image. To get

resultant fused image, weights are combined and used with source images. Proposed

approach affords higher qualitative and quantitative fusion outcome in comparison to

present fusion strategies.

3.1 Proposed Technique

A framework in fig. 3.1 shows the proposed technique. Image found at each step of the

proposed technique is displayed in fig. 3.2. Since NSCT gives higher shift invariance

and higher directional selectivity in comparison to other MST transforms and it has no

up-sampling structure and down-sampling structure [123] therefore in the initial step

of proposed approach, source images are decomposed into various detail and approx-

imation components by using NSCT. Let, multifocus images with dimension M × N

are shown by I1 and I2 where m = 1, 2...M along with n = 1, 2...N respectively. The

input images are decomposed by NSCT as,(
I1A, I1Dj

)
NSCT←−−−−−−

(
I1, J

)
(3.1)(

I2A, I2Dj

)
NSCT←−−−−−−

(
I2, J

)
(3.2)

and j = 1, 2, .., J shows decomposition level, (I1A, I2A) are approximation and

(I1Dj
, I2Dj

) are detail components with size M × N of first and second image re-
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Figure 3.1: Proposed framework for fusion scheme

spectively.

CBF [80] is a well known edge-preserving image smoothing tool. In CBF filter the

range filter is applied on the second guidance image. High and low frequencies are

merged in this process. High frequencies belong to first image and low frequencies

belong to second image. CBF is a form of the bilateral filter that protects and maintains

edges of the image. Weights of approximation components (I1A, I2A) are computed

using CBF [80], as both gray-level similarities and geometric closeness of neighboring

pixels in image I2A is used to form the filter kernel along with removing unwanted ma-

terial from the image I1A are considered in CBF. The output of CBF CI1A is calculated

for image I1A at location (m,n) as,

CI1A(m,n)=
1

ξH

∑
ḿ,ń

Γσd
(
m,n, ḿ, ń

)
Γ̇I2AI2Aσr

(
m,n, ḿ, ń

)
I1A(ḿ, ń) (3.3)

where, ξH is a normalizing constant,m−bḾ/2c ≤ ḿ ≤ m+bḾ/2c and n−bŃ/2c ≤
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ń ≤ n+ bŃ/2c. While depending upon image characteristics, window size of Ḿ × Ń

is picked through empirical observation. The geometric closeness function Γσd is,

Γσd
(
m,n, ḿ, ń

)
= exp

(
−
∣∣ḿ−m∣∣2 +

∣∣ń− n∣∣2
2σ2

d

)
(3.4)

The gray-level similarity/edge-stopping function function Γ̇I2AI2Aσr is,

Γ̇I2AI2Aσr

(
m,n, ḿ, ń

)
= exp

(
−
∣∣I2A(ḿ, ń)− I2A(m,n)

∣∣2
2σ2

r

)
(3.5)

where, the parameters σr and σd are used to verify the fall-off weights found in the

intensity along with spatial domains respectively. Likewise the output CI2A of CBF for

image I2A at location (m,n) is computed as,

CI2A(m,n)=
1

ξH

∑
ḿ,ń

Γσd
(
m,n, ḿ, ń

)
Γ̇I1AI1Aσr

(
m,n, ḿ, ń

)
I2A(ḿ, ń) (3.6)

After applying CBF on image CI2A will blur the unfocused part less as compared to

that of focused part in image CI2A because multifocus images containing focused part

in image CI2A will be unfocused in image CI1A . It makes the filter kernel close to

Gaussian because the unfocused part in image CI1A seems blurry with more or less

similar gray level values found in that region. Most of the focused area informations

in detail images C̃I1A and C̃I2A are captured as it helps to determine weights for image

fusion by the help of weighted average. Such weights help in fusion process. In order

to find strength of information found in CI1A and CI2A images, the detail images C̃I1A

and C̃I2A are computed to find the desired details. The detail images are found by

subtracting CBF output from the respective image as,

C̃I1A = I1A − CI1A (3.7)

C̃I2A = I2A − CI2A (3.8)

Pixel statistical properties [123] are used to calculate the initial weight maps ŴI1A and
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ŴI2A as,

ŴI1A ←−−
(
I1A, C̃I1A

)
(3.9)

ŴI2A ←−−
(
I2A, C̃I1A

)
(3.10)

Both weight matrices ŴI1A and ŴI2A for component I1A and I2A serves as initial sub

CBF weight matrices. Likewise same procedure is used to compute initial CBF based

weights ŴI1 and ŴI2 of both input images I1 and I2.

First CBF weighted map ẆI1 is computed by combining ŴI1A and ŴI1 , i.e.,

ẆI1 = αI1 ∗ ŴI1A + (1− αI1) ∗ ŴI1 (3.11)

Similarly second CBF weighted map ẆI2 is computed by combining ŴI2A and ŴI2 ,

i.e.,

ẆI2 = αI2 ∗ ŴI2A + (1− αI2) ∗ ŴI2 (3.12)

where αI1 and αI2 are weighting factor. Weighted images ẆI1D and ẆI2D of detail

components I1Dj
and I2Dj

are processed using eq. 3.11 and eq. 3.12 respectively.

Then these weighted images are combined to obtain refined weight maps W̃I1f and

W̃I2f respectively. A binary image is required that should explicitly identify focused

and defocused area along with clear margin boundaries, therefore a final refined weight

map W̃ which is used in fusion process is computed as,

W̃ (m,n) =

 1 if W̃I1f (m,n) > W̃I2f (m,n)

0 otherwise
(3.13)

Subsequently the fused resultant image Fr is computed as,

Fr(m,n) = I1(m,n). ∗ W̃ (m,n) + I2(m,n). ∗ (1− W̃ (m,n)) (3.14)

3.2 Results and Analysis

Various types of multifocus images are used in this technique to evaluate overall per-

formance of exisitng and proposed scheme [124, 125]. Different type of statistical and

objective measures are applied as image fusion performance metrics for quantitative
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

(f) (g) (h) (i) (j)

(k) (l) (m) (n) (o)

Figure 3.2: Output detail of each step: (a-b) input images (c-d) NSCT approximation
components (e-f) NSCT first detail components (g-h) NSCT second detail components
(i-j) detail weight maps (k-l) weight maps by CBF (m-n) refined weight maps (o) re-
sultant fused image

analysis in existing and proposed scheme. Results of these modern schemes includ-

ing FFIF [76], GFSF [77], MDSD [79], CBF [80] and, GFF [81] are evaluated against

proposed scheme. To test the performance of fusion quality of existing and proposed

scheme, several experiments are discussed below:

Step by step images of the proposed fusion scheme are shown in fig. 3.2. Approx-

imation component of input images are shown in fig. 3.2(c-d) where edges are not

properly distinguished. Detail component of input images are shown in fig. 3.2(e-h)

where edges have clear distinguished boundaries. Weight maps of detail components

are shown in fig. 3.2(i-j) which contain more clear boundaries. Weight maps obtained

from CBF [80] are shown in fig. 3.2(k-l). Final weight maps are shown in fig. 3.2(m-n)

which facilitates to correctly classify focused with defocused regions. Such weights

helps to determine the desired fused image as shown in fig. 3.2(o). Overall idea of the
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 3.3: Example 1 (Model Girl): (a-b) input images (c) FFIF [76] (d) GFSF [77]
(e) MDSD [79] (f) CBF [80] (g) GFF [81] (h) proposed fusion

proposed fusion scheme is shown by the help of different steps in framework in fig.

3.1.

Fig. 3.3(a-b) show multifocus images of a “Model Girl” with a ”girl” image as

foreground and ”buildings” in background [125]. Fig. 3.3(a-b) show exclusive fo-

cused regions. Fig. 3.3(c-h) shows the fused images computed through FFIF [76],

GFSF [77], MDSD [79], CBF [80] , GFF [81], and proposed fusion technique respec-

tively. Background building peaks and hair of “Model Girl” are not clearly visible in

existing methods. MDSD [79] scheme in fig. 3.3(e) shows that the peak in the mid-

dle background seems dark. FFIF [76] scheme in fig. 3.3(c) and GFSF [77] scheme in

fig. 3.3(d) still misses some minor visual details although the output of these schemes is

near to output of proposed fusion scheme. CBF [80] scheme in fig. 3.3(f) and GFF [81]

scheme in fig. 3.3(g) is slightly blur near hand (as edges of hand is mixed with hair)

on head of “Model Girl”. Superior fusion outcomes are found in the proposed fusion

scheme in fig. 3.3(h) as compared to existing modern schemes. In case of proposed

scheme, Sharp and better demarcated boundaries are much clear. The hair of “Model

Girl” along with peaks of background scenes of various high rise buildings have fine
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(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 3.4: Example 2 (Scenery): (a-b) input images (c) FFIF [76] (d) GFSF [77] (e)
MDSD [79] (f) CBF [80] (g) GFF [81] (h) proposed fusion

details for better visual evaluation.

Fig. 3.4(a-b) show multifocus images of a “Scenery” with a ”flower” image as fore-

ground and ”painting” as background area [124]. Fig. 3.4(a-b) show exclusive fo-

cused regions. Fused images shown in fig. 3.4(c-h) are obtained through FFIF [76],

GFSF [77], MDSD [79], CBF [80] , GFF [81] and proposed fusion technique respec-

tively. In both input images, it is found that the flower is defocused (have blurred

appearance) in first “Scenery” image and painting in the background is defocused

(have blurred appearance) in second “Scenery” image [124]. FFIF [76] scheme in

fig. 3.4(c) hs blurred edges. CBF [80] scheme in fig. 3.4(f) shows that the top portion

of flower in “Scenery” have not clearly distinguished shade as compare to input im-

ages. MDSD [79] scheme in fig. 3.4(e) has a dull appearance which is visible with a

background shown as painting. GFSF [77] scheme in fig. 3.4(d) has slightly blurr look

which is visible near top right and middle portion of the image. GFF [81] scheme in

fig. 3.4(g) has blurred boundary curved line between focused and defocused area. The

modern fusion methods produce dull images at background painting and foreground

flower’s with less prominent boundary details. Final resultant fused image validate the
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(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 3.5: Example 3 (Lab): (a-b) input images (c) FFIF [76] (d) GFSF [77] (e)
MDSD [79] (f) CBF [80] (g) GFF [81] (h) resultant proposed fusion

novelty both qualitatively and quantitatively present in the proposed technique as the

background edges and fine details are more clear which makes it more important for

human evaluation as shown in fig. 3.4(h).

Fig. 3.5(a-b) show multifocus images of “Lab” with ”small table clock” image as

foreground and ”man sitting in front of computer” as background area [124]. Fig.

3.5(a-b) show exclusive focused regions. Fig. 3.5(c-h) are the fused images obtained

through FFIF [76], GFSF [77], MDSD [79], CBF [80] , GFF [81] and proposed fusion

scheme respectively. FFIF [76] scheme in fig. 3.5(c) has blurred hair boundaries on the

right side and “Lab” internal surface view of clock and background man shows muddy

look. GFSF [77] scheme in fig. 3.5(d) shows that the boundary between clock and

computer is not clear. MDSD [79] scheme in fig. 3.5(e) has blurry look on defocused

area of man sitting in front of computer. CBF [80] scheme in fig. 3.6(f) shows that the

right side of “Lab” has not clear distinguished boundaries with the background man

sitting on chair. GFF [81] scheme in fig. 3.6(g) still misses some minor visual details

although the output of this scheme is near to output of proposed fusion strategy. The

output of the proposed technique shown in fig. 3.5(h) shows its worth as compared to
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 3.6: Example 4 (Horse): (a-b) Multifocus input images (c) FFIF [76] (d) GFSF
[77] (e) MDSD [79] (f) CBF [80] (g) GFF [81] (h) proposed fusion

other existing modern fusion strategies. For instance the exact and distinguished edge

boundaries can offer a clear differentiation. Lab inner surface structure (with clock,

computers table etc.) are also very clearly visible and valuable for human evaluation.

Fig. 3.6(a-b) show multifocus images of a “Horse” with ”horse face” image as fore-

ground and ”small ground and trees” as background area [125]. Fig. 3.6(a-b) show ex-

clusive focused regions. Fused images as shown in figs. 3.6(c-h) are obtained through

FFIF [76], GFSF [77], MDSD [79], CBF [80] , GFF [81] proposed fusion scheme re-

spectively. FFIF [76] scheme in fig. 3.6(c) and GFSF [77] scheme in fig. 3.6(d) shows

that the man wearing white hat is mixed with ground area making boundary indistin-

guishable. MDSD [79] scheme in fig. 3.6(e) shows that boundaries of background view

of green trees and ground areas are mixed with other as shown. CBF [80] scheme in

fig. 3.6(f) shows that the background sight over trees is not clearly viewable. GFF [81]

scheme in fig. 3.4(g) has slightly dull structure near borderline on white area on face

of “Horse” is observed. Dull images with blurred regions along with different low con-

trast areas are observed in current fusion schemes for multifocus images. The result

of proposed scheme in fig. 3.6(h) avoids the mentioned issues which covers blurring
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Table 3.1: Mutifocus image fusion scheme’s quantitative analysis
Figures Measures ξSS ξGr ξEd ξWv ξNn ξAG ξMI ξSF

Fig. 3.3
(Model

Girl)

Proposed 0.8897 0.6030 0.8716 0.5965 0.6337 19.9233 8.7425 28.3471
FFIF [76] 0.8935 0.6001 0.8706 0.6009 0.6299 19.2762 8.2666 27.3521

GFSF [77] 0.8975 0.5891 0.8726 0.5896 0.6205 19.4765 8.0893 27.9164

MDSD [79] 0.9006 0.5037 0.8601 0.4636 0.5515 14.7145 6.5422 20.5812

CBF [80] 0.8969 0.5536 0.8680 0.5461 0.5879 18.1239 6.8878 25.5334

GFF [81] 0.8964 0.5825 0.8715 0.5794 0.6149 19.5225 7.6165 27.9252

Fig. 3.4
(Scenery)

Proposed 0.8663 0.5838 0.8697 0.5640 0.6078 11.4699 8.9843 16.2343
FFIF [76] 0.8410 0.5773 0.8687 0.5625 0.6021 10.8182 8.7800 15.0940

GFSF [77] 0.8097 0.5681 0.8688 0.5536 0.5943 10.9726 8.6365 15.7132

MDSD [79] 0.8190 0.4593 0.8584 0.4079 0.4971 7.6927 6.8453 10.8905

CBF [80] 0.7992 0.5483 0.8677 0.5313 0.5744 11.0089 8.2912 15.6403

GFF [81] 0.8065 0.5785 0.8674 0.5622 0.6039 11.0462 8.6557 15.6085

Fig. 3.5
(Lab)

Proposed 0.8675 0.6406 0.8991 0.5991 0.6921 10.3145 9.1997 19.9590
FFIF [76] 0.8642 0.6072 0.8986 0.5952 0.6619 10.1766 8.8922 19.6531

GFSF [77] 0.8570 0.5975 0.8987 0.5527 0.6587 10.1296 8.6593 19.7153

MDSD [79] 0.8855 0.5035 0.8863 0.4966 0.5712 9.0227 7.6663 16.9493

CBF [80] 0.8446 0.5131 0.8961 0.5478 0.5651 10.2315 8.2177 19.5569

GFF [81] 0.8522 0.6139 0.8990 0.5645 0.6741 10.2334 8.6018 19.8786

Fig. 3.6
(Horse)

Proposed 0.9758 0.6761 0.9636 0.6809 0.6776 18.8632 9.9680 29.8555
FFIF [76] 0.9779 0.6708 0.9642 0.6788 0.6718 18.6017 9.5672 29.4981

GFSF [77] 0.9783 0.6589 0.9632 0.6634 0.6621 18.5147 9.3286 29.5414

MDSD [79] 0.9753 0.6220 0.9614 0.6251 0.6281 14.8715 8.1076 25.4149

CBF [80] 0.9827 0.6396 0.9628 0.6491 0.6432 17.1595 8.4152 27.7918

GFF [81] 0.9777 0.6579 0.9633 0.6647 0.6611 18.7060 9.4704 29.8746

of edges. This scheme also computes a clear fused image along with clear demarcated

boundaries which helps in better visual analysis.

Quantitative assessment of the existing and proposed fusion scheme on multiple set

of images are shown in table 3.1. The parameter values with bold font shows better

results. Generally higher quantitative values are observed in the proposed scheme as

compared to other existing schemes. If for some parameter value for proposed scheme

has slightly less value but it has distinguished and comparable results with other state

of the art schemes.

3.3 Summary

A novel algorithm for multifocus image fusion scheme is proposed. This algorithm

utilizes different weights with the help of NSCT and CBF. NSCT is used to decompose

the source images into various approximation and detail components as NSCT has a

fast implementation as it provides full shift-invariant and multiscale expansion quality.

In order to acquire approximation weight map, source image and approximation com-
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ponent is used to pass through CBF and the detail components are combined by the

use of weighted image. To obtain detail weight map. In order to get resultant fused

image, weights are joined together and used with source images. Proposed approach

affords higher qualitative and quantitative fusion outcome in comparison to present

fusion strategies.
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Chapter 4

Highlevel DWT Components and Guided Filter based Multifocus

Image Fusion Technique

The NSCT and CBF create false edges in some blur regions near boundary of multi-

focus images as it refine the weight map to some extent but the quality of weight at

edge discontinuities are quite low therefore blur around object boundaries are observed

in some images. DWT can be used in fusion process so that sacrifice too much of the

fast changes in the signal can be addressed. The guided filter in comparison with the

CBF is as an edge-preserving smoothing filter but has better behaviors observed close

to edges. This is required because in order to calculate the value of the output pixel, it

considers a region in the corresponding spatial neighborhood in the guidance image.

By using the strength of both high level DWT and guided filter, a novel multifo-

cus image fusion technique that produces proper contrast and image sharpness. DWT

uses the source input images and splits into high level and approximation components.

Output of these sub components, high level components are used to compute image gra-

dient magnitude which helps to properly detect contrast and image sharpness. At this

stage guided filter is used to spread the focused region to neighbourhood. Important and

noticeable details present in high level components are used used to extract focused re-

gion which further combined using guided filter process. Focused regions are extracted

using salient details of and combined using guided filter. The output fused image of the

proposed fusion technique has better impact than the present schemes qualitatively and

quantitatively.

4.1 Proposed Technique

A framework in fig. 4.1 shows the proposed technique. Step by step progress of each

stage gives output image whose detail is shown in fig. 4.2. Distinguished visual anal-

ysis shows worth of each step of the proposed fusion scheme. High level additives,
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Figure 4.1: Proposed framework for fusion scheme

salient feature filtering and weighted fusion are the important aspect of the proposed

framework. In this algorithm Ii is used to represent multifocus input images. These

input images have dimensions M × N and i = 1, 2 represents the number of input

images.

The DWT permits to decompose the image in different forms of proper coefficients.

This step retains the image details properly. The DWT decomposes the source images

into four bands. First three bands (low-high, high-low and high-high) are spatial fre-

quency bands with different scales. However the fourth band i.e. the low-low band

is on the coarsest scale level. The low-low band carries the common image details.

Directional details is found in the first three bands because of spatial orientation. High

absolute values of wavelet coefficients are present in the high bands. These values

correspond to salient features together with edges/lines. Therefore the images are first

decomposed using DWT as, (
Li, H

j
i

)
DWT←−−−−− (Ii) (4.1)

Here DWT is used to decompose the input images and Li shows low level components

with Hj
i which shows high level components. The index value for j = 1, 2, 3 is used
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to represent horizontal, vertical and diagonal. The direction of the gradient highlights

the direction of most rapid change found in the image therefore an abrupt change in the

image is detected by the magnitude of its gradient. Images often change frequently at

the boundary between different objects therefore therefore image gradient is crucial in

boundary detection. Therefore magnitude of image gradients for horizontal and vertical

directions are computed to properly approximate contrast and sharpness in the image.

This process is applied on high level components as,

Ĝi =

∣∣∣∣∣∂Hi

∂m

∣∣∣∣∣+

∣∣∣∣∣∂Hi

∂n

∣∣∣∣∣ (4.2)

where ∂Hi

∂m
and ∂Hi

∂n
show gradients in horizontal and vertical directions respectively and

is calculated as, ∣∣∣∣∣∂Hi

∂m

∣∣∣∣∣ = Hj
i (m+ 1, n, b)−Hj

i (m,n, b)∣∣∣∣∣∂Hi

∂n

∣∣∣∣∣ = Hj
i (m,n+ 1, b)−Hj

i (m,n, b) (4.3)

To achieve consistency in dynamic range for image gradients, the normalized gradient

map G is computed as,

Gj
i =

Ĝi −min(Ĝi)

max(Ĝi)−min(Ĝi)
(4.4)

The normalized gradient map Gj
i sometimes contain gaps and holes especially in ho-

mogenous regions. Morphological closing tends to smooth portions of contours. It

not only removes small holes but also fills gaps within the contour of this step output.

Therefore closing can be used to selectively fill in particular background portions of the

image along with appropriate structuring element that suits well inside portions that are

to be preserved, however, doesn’t fit interior regions that are to be eliminated. In order

to address such problems, morphological closing is operation is used as,

Kj
i =

(
Gj
i ⊕ S

)
	 S (4.5)

where operators ⊕ and 	 represent dilation and erosion operators and S shows the

structuring element which is used to further evaluate the details. Both Kj
1(m,n, b) and
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Kj
2(m,n, b) are used to compute to compute the initial weight map Ŵ j as,

Ŵ j(m,n, b) =

 1 if Kj
1(m,n, b) > Kj

2(m,n, b)

0 otherwise
(4.6)

In this equation majority filter [106] presents a method of spreading the focused

regions to neighborhood. The majority filter is applied to make sure the pixels with

larger focus measures effects more on the choice of their neighbor. If the center pixel is

from first image and the majority of the surrounding pixels are from second image then

the center pixel value is shifted to that of second image. In order to achieve window

based consistency verification, majority filter helps as,

Ẁ j = Ŵ j ∗ f (4.7)

where f shows filter used in a local window and ∗ represent convolution operator ap-

plied on Ŵ j . Hence different high level components are used to compute the weighted

map as,

Ẇ =
1

3

3∑
j=1

Ẁ j (4.8)

As given input images are downsampled using DWT. Therefore detailed compo-

nents in the form of weight maps have reduced size as compare to size of input images.

Therefore bi-cubic interpolation is used to up-sample to weight maps. In order to ad-

dress proper boundaries these weight maps are passed through guided filter procedure.

GF [56] produces the filtering output by way of thinking about the content of a guid-

ance image and is a greater established idea as compare to a smoothing operator. GF

applies well the structures in the guidance image. Furthermore, the GF has a non-

approximate and fast linear-time algorithm. Its computational complexity is not depen-

dent on the size of filtering kernel. Therefore GF is used to get refined weight map

as,

W̃
GF←−−−−

(
Ẇ , I1, γ, ε

)
(4.9)
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where γ and ε are local window radius and regularization parameter respectively.

The resultant fused image Fr is computed as,

Fr(m,n) = I1(m,n). ∗ W̃ (m,n) + I2(m,n). ∗ (1− W̃ (m,n)) (4.10)

Fig. 1 shows step-wise output of proposed technique.

4.2 Result and Analysis

Various types of multifocus images are used in this technique to evaluate overall per-

formance of exisitng and proposed scheme [124, 125]. Different type of statistical and

objective measures are applied as image fusion performance metrics for quantitative

analysis in existing and proposed scheme. Results of these modern schemes includ-

ing FFIF [76], GFSF [77], MDSD [79], CBF [80] and, GFF [81] are evaluated against

proposed scheme. To test the performance of fusion quality of existing and proposed

scheme, several experiments are discussed below:

Step by step images of the proposed scheme are shown in fig. 4.2. Detail components

of input images are shown in fig. 4.2(c-h) in which each component image has its own

significance especially with respect to edges. Fig. 4.2(i-l) shows the weight map of

each of the detail component. It can be viewed from in fig. 4.2(i-l) that significant

detail in each direction is covered in true form of weighted image. Refined weight map

is shown in fig. 4.2(m) after applying majority filter. Refined weight image reflects true

participation of pixels in weighted image. Boundary pixels are efficiently addressed in a

sense that it shows partial participation of each pixel in each source image. Fig. 4.2(n)

shows resultant fused image after applying refined weight map with source images.

Overall idea of the proposed fusion scheme is shown by the help of different steps in

framework in fig. 4.1.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)

(h) (i) (j) (k) (l) (m) (n)

Figure 4.2: Output detail of each step: (a-b) source images (c-d) horizontal detail com-
ponents (e-f) vertical detail components (g-h) diagonal detail components (i) horizontal
weighted map (j) vertical weight map (k) diagonal weight map (l) initial weight map
(m) refined weight map (n) output fused image

Fig. 4.7(a-b) show multifocus images of a “Beer” with ”beer bottle” image as fore-

ground and ”a hut, ground and trees” as background area [125]. Fig. 4.7(c-h) are

the fused images obtained through FFIF [76], GFSF [77], MDSD [79], CBF [80] ,

GFF [81], and proposed fusion scheme respectively. Fig. 4.7(a-b) show exclusive

focused regions of the source images. FFIF [76] scheme , GFSF [77] scheme and

CBF [80] scheme in fig. 4.7(c), fig. 4.7(d) and fig. 4.7(f) respectively are close to

proposed fusion scheme’s result details, however, these schemes still lacks some minor

visual details at top right curve of bottle. MDSD [79] scheme in fig. 4.7(e) shows edges

of the hut and that word ”POND” is slightly blurred. CBF [79] scheme in fig. 4.7(g)

shows mixed boundary details.

Local features like edges have clear demarcated boundaries boundaries as observed

in fig. 4.7(h) in comparison with other schemes. Visual sub area images are marked

to show the visual statistics in green and red squares in fig. 4.8(c-p). Green and red

squares are used to check performance of the proposed technique with other state of

the art existing techniques. The string of alphabets “HUTES BREW” clearly show

the marked focused region of the fig. 4.8(a) in fig. 4.8(o) in green square. In fused

fig. 4.8(p) marked as red square, the combination of characters “POND” from fig.

4.8(b) and in fused fig. 4.8(o) marked as green square, a small hut from fig. 4.8(a)
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 4.3: Example 1 (Beer): (a,b) input images (c) FFIF [76] (d) GFSF [77] (e)
MDSD [79] (f) CBF [80] (g) GFF [81] (h) proposed fusion

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h)

(i) (j) (k) (l) (m) (n) (o) (p)

Figure 4.4: Sub detail example 1 (Beer): (a-d) input images (e-f) FFIF [76] (g-h) GFSF
[77](i-j) MDSD [79] (k-l) CBF [80] (m-n) GFF [81] (o-p) proposed fusion

have clear demarcated boundaries which is very helpful for photography applications.

Fused image in fig. 4.7(h) has clear visual and quantitative advantage as compare to

the existing modern schemes.

Fig. 4.3(a-b) show multifocus images of a “Zoo” with word ”Zoo” image as fore-

ground and ”two tigers” as background area [125]. Fig. 4.3(c-h) are the fused images

obtained through FFIF [76], GFSF [77], MDSD [79], CBF [80] , GFF [81], and pro-

posed fusion scheme respectively. Fig. 4.3(a-b) show exclusive focused areas of the

source images. FFIF [76] scheme in fig. 4.3(c) is close to proposed fusion scheme’s
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 4.5: Example 2 (Zoo): (a-b) input images (c) FFIF [76] (d) GFSF [77] (e)
MDSD [79] (f) CBF [80] (g) GFF [81] (h) proposed fusion

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h)

(i) (j) (k) (l) (m) (n) (o) (p)

Figure 4.6: Sub detail example 2 (Zoo): (a-d) input images (e-f) FFIF [76] (g-h) GFSF
[77](i-j) MDSD [79] (k-l) CBF [80] (m-n) GFF [81] (o-p) proposed fusion

result details, however, this scheme misses minor visual details found at the middle

of the image where black pixels are homogenous. GFSF [77] scheme in fig. 4.3(d)

shows very small number of tiny additional artifacts near boundary of focused area of

fig. 4.3(a). MDSD [79] scheme in fig. 4.3(e) blurs the grass region. CBF [80] scheme

in fig. 4.3(f) has blurry artifacts found in middle of fused image. GFF [81] scheme in

fig. 4.3(g) clearly shows that information are misplaced on the right lower boundary

area in fusion process. Two rectangular region marked regions with colour green and

red of the fig. 4.4(m-n) shows that GFF [81] loses the fine details in grass region of
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 4.7: Example 3 (Toy Monkey): (a-b) input images (c) FFIF [76] (d) GFSF [77]
(e) MDSD [79] (f) CBF [80] (g) GFF [81] (h) proposed fusion

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h)

(i) (j) (k) (l) (m) (n) (o) (p)

Figure 4.8: Sub detail example 3 (Toy Monkey): (a-d) input images (e-f) FFIF [76]
(g-h) GFSF [77](i-j) MDSD [79] (k-l) CBF [80] (m-n) GFF [81] (o-p) proposed fusion

the “Zoo” image during fusion process. The GFSF [77] output is shwon in the fig.

4.3(g-h). This scheme shows tiny artifacts in sub images i.e. green and red rectangle of

the main image. GFSF [77] scheme in fig. 4.3(d) shows result whose subjective visual

comparison is close to the proposed scheme in Fig. 4.3(h) but still our proposed al-

gorithm output has its own worth of clarity and better visual perception in comparison

with the mentioned schemes. Above covered truth is also observed sub detail images

in Fig. 4.4(o-p) of the proposed scheme as compare to other schemes in 4.4(e-n).

Fig. 4.5(a-b) show multifocus images of a “Toy Monkey” with ”monkey” image
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 4.9: Example 4 (Clock): (a-b) input images (c) FFIF [76] (d) GFSF [77] (e)
MDSD [79] (f) CBF [80] (g) GFF [81] (h) proposed fusion

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h)

(i) (j) (k) (l) (m) (n) (o) (p)

Figure 4.10: Sub detail example 4 (Clock): (a-d) input images (e-f) FFIF [76] (g-h)
GFSF [77](i-j) MDSD [79] (k-l) CBF [80] (m-n) GFF [81] (o-p) proposed fusion

as foreground and ”buildings” as background area [125]. Fig. 4.5(c-h) are the fused

images obtained through FFIF [76], GFSF [77], MDSD [79], CBF [80] , GFF [81], and

proposed fusion scheme respectively. Fig. 4.5(a-b) show exclusive focused areas of the

source images. GFSF [77] scheme in fig. 4.5(d) shows that boundaries of background

buildings are ambiguous and are not clearly demarcated. FFIF [76] scheme as shown

in fig. 4.5(d) shows that monkey mouth boundary and hand is blurred. MDSD [79]

scheme in fig. 4.5(e) shows blurry look in overall image. CBF [80] scheme in fig.

4.5(f) displays the details of the down hand of the monkey which is mixed with the
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Table 4.1: Mutifocus image fusion scheme’s quantitative analysis
Figures Measures ξSS ξGr ξEd ξWv ξNn ξAG ξMI ξSF

Fig. 4.3
(Beer)

Proposed 0.8001 0.5693 0.8660 0.5827 0.5933 28.7667 8.2751 46.0150
FFIF [76] 0.8006 0.5678 0.8662 0.5818 0.5918 28.6111 8.1398 45.7834

GFSF [77] 0.8008 0.5593 0.8666 0.5733 0.5853 28.6124 7.9724 45.9313

MDSD [79] 0.7225 0.4287 0.8303 0.4299 0.4791 17.4857 5.4973 26.5490

CBF [80] 0.7920 0.5327 0.8659 0.5443 0.5612 27.4009 6.8633 44.1145

GFF [81] 0.7994 0.5561 0.8664 0.5693 0.5826 28.5469 7.3985 45.7733

Fig. 4.5
(Zoo)

Proposed 0.7858 0.5646 0.8360 0.5762 0.5988 37.4137 7.4650 49.0008
FFIF [76] 0.7843 0.5635 0.8354 0.5754 0.5977 37.3303 7.2736 48.7792

GFSF [77] 0.7841 0.5604 0.8349 0.5713 0.5951 37.6373 7.3053 49.1701

MDSD [79] 0.7242 0.4219 0.8100 0.4156 0.4841 23.6324 4.2911 31.2785

CBF [80] 0.7770 0.5420 0.8341 0.5540 0.5775 36.3084 6.0228 47.4440

GFF [81] 0.7819 0.5585 0.8345 0.5707 0.5935 37.3344 6.5106 48.7864

Fig. 4.7
(Toy
Mon-
key)

Proposed 0.8070 0.5588 0.8982 0.5833 0.6068 12.8387 9.0743 22.6512
FFIF [76] 0.7889 0.5317 0.8982 0.5664 0.5858 11.9280 8.5564 20.6493

GFSF [77] 0.8053 0.5097 0.8980 0.5370 0.5674 12.6455 8.2410 22.8121

MDSD [79] 0.7698 0.4210 0.8870 0.4437 0.5034 9.5521 7.0586 16.4750

CBF [80] 0.7964 0.4776 0.8972 0.5091 0.5433 11.9756 7.5505 21.3218

GFF [81] 0.8035 0.5151 0.8967 0.5380 0.5717 12.6843 7.8333 22.5934

Fig. 4.9
(Clock)

Proposed 0.8319 0.6412 0.8945 0.6302 0.6926 11.6326 8.8965 19.8574

FFIF [76] 0.8276 0.6100 0.8936 0.6000 0.6761 11.6669 8.3144 20.1245
GFSF [77] 0.8285 0.5865 0.8933 0.5456 0.6516 11.5221 8.1605 19.9803

MDSD [79] 0.7766 0.5096 0.8718 0.4615 0.5968 8.0923 6.9144 13.3043

CBF [80] 0.8201 0.5592 0.8913 0.5399 0.6378 11.2128 7.5684 19.3011

GFF [81] 0.8235 0.6013 0.8934 0.5650 0.6612 11.6652 7.8893 20.0059

background. GFF [81] scheme in fig. 4.5(g) exhibits that bottom of the background

middle building is mixed with mouth boundary of the monkey. Overall the schemes

output shown in fig. 4.5(c-h) show cloudy details in homogenous regions of the given

multifocus images. Objects found in output images are analyzed to disclose visual

details by the help of small portions of fused images shown in green and red squares in

fig. 4.6. Portions of sub images in squares (green and red) show enhanced fine details

at edges of eye and curves found in background buildings in fig. 4.6(o-p) as compare

to other detail sub images of fig. 4.6(c-n). Proposed scheme in fig. 4.5(h) proved an

enhanced subjective visual analysis than different compared schemes in fig. 4.5(c-g)),

hence unique focused regions in input images are properly fused in output of proposed

scheme.

Fig. 4.9(a-b) show multifocus images of a “Clock” with ”large clock with numbers

hour key” image as foreground and ”small clock without numbers hour key” as back-

ground area [125]. Fig. 4.9(c-h) are the fused images obtained through FFIF [76],
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GFSF [77], MDSD [79], CBF [80] , GFF [81], and proposed fusion scheme respec-

tively. Fig. 4.9(a-b) show exclusive focused areas of the source images. Output of

FFIF [76] scheme in fig. 4.9(c) is near to output proposed fusion scheme with minor

visual details missing at bottom right of large clock. GFSF [77] scheme in fig. 4.9(d)

shows that boundaries of small and large clock are intermixed. MDSD [79] scheme

in fig. 4.9(e) shows that show dull around minute seconds key. CBF [80] scheme in

fig. 4.9(f) shows that upper left boundary of large clock is slightly blurred. GFF [81]

scheme in fig. 4.9(g) shows that upper top and left boundary is blurred. First small por-

tion shows background focused small clock as shown in green square and foreground

centered large clock with key 8 and the the second small portion shows background

large clock hours numbered 3 and 4 as shown in red square. Both of these small

portion of fused images are marked to proper understand the tiny details of focused

regions of the input images. This step helps to disclose and expose the visual details.

Both clock’s boundary contains additional blurry artifacts are found within the output

images of existing schemes as shown in fig. 4.9(c-n). Proper contrast in the objects of

the fused image in observed in proposed fused image approach looks sharp as shown in

fig. 4.9(h) and in patches in fig. 4.10(o-p). The proposed fused image approach looks

sharp as shown in fig. 4.9(h) and same in patches in fig. 4.10(o-p).

After subjective visual qualitative analysis, the proposed fusion scheme along with

existing schemes is tested using different quantitative metrics. These assessment of the

existing and proposed fusion scheme on multiple set of images are shown in table 4.1.

The parameter values with bold font shows better results. Generally higher quantitative

values are observed in the proposed scheme as compared to other existing state of the

art schemes. If for some parameter value for proposed scheme is slightly less but it has

distinguished and comparable results with other schemes.

4.3 Summary

In this chapter, both high level DWT and guided filter are used to present a novel

multifocus image fusion technique that produces proper contrast and image sharpness.

DWT uses the input images and splits into high level and approximation components.
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High level components are used to compute image gradient magnitude which helps

to properly detect contrast and image sharpness. At this stage guided filter is used to

spread the focused region to neighbourhood. Important and noticeable details present in

high level components are used used to extract focused region which further combined

using guided filter process. Morphological operators are used to refine the estimated

weight map. Refined weight map is computed by evaluating different weight maps

that helps in the fusion process. Qualitative and quantitative comparisons with existing

fusion schemes shows better worth of the proposed fusion scheme.
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Chapter 5

Alpha Map and Sum-of-modified Laplacian on Gradients based

Multifocus Image Fusion

As GF tends to produce halos near significant edges in some areas thereore a multifocus

image fusion technique using alpha map and SML on image gradients along with top-

hat transforms is proposed. The images are used to compute gradients in horizontal and

vertical directions. Image gradient magnitude of both images are used for thresholding

as it detects proper image boundaries and minimizes fusion artifacts. The result ob-

tained using proposed technique outperforms existing modern techniques both visually

and quantitatively.

5.1 Proposed Technique

A framework in fig. 5.1 shows the proposed technique. Step by step progress of each

stage gives output image whose detail is shown in fig. 5.2. Distinguished visual analysis

shows worth of each step of the proposed fusion scheme. The proposed framework is

based on image gradients, types of top-hat transforms and alpha maps. Output of each

step of the proposed scheme is shown in 5.2. In this algorithm Ii is used to represent

multifocus input images. These input images have dimensions M × N and i = 1, 2

represents the number of input images.

Image gradient for both images are calculated as it shows a directional change within

the intensity of an image. Gradient of the image is one of the essential constructing

blocks in evaluating change phenomena. At every image point, the gradient vector

points increase in the direction of largest possible intensity value. The length of the

gradient vector represents the rate of change in the corresponding direction. Pixels

that have large gradient values become possible edge pixels after computing the image

gradients. Therefore the digital difference of both images in both directions (horizontal
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Figure 5.1: Proposed framework for fusion scheme

and vertical) is calculated as.

∂Ii
∂m

= Ii(m+ 1, n)− Ii(m,n) (5.1)

and
∂Ii
∂n

= Ii(m,n+ 1)− Ii(m,n) (5.2)

To address the blocky artifacts in fusion, gradients like SML is used for both eq.5.1

and eq.5.2 at r = (m0, n0) and is defind as [128],

Lm =

m0+O∑
m0−O

n0+O∑
n0−O

∇2
ML

∂Ii
∂m

(5.3)

and

Ln =

m0+O∑
m0−O

n0+O∑
n0−O

∇2
ML

∂Ii
∂n

(5.4)

respectively. ∇2
ML(m0, n0) is the Modified Laplacian and O is patch size window

[112]. In order to estimate the orientation of the edge contour and gradient magnitude
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as an edge indicator, gradient direction is considered as helping aid.

Lm and Ln are combined to find the absolute magnitude of the gradient. Such mag-

nitude is computed for every point in the process. The orientation of gradient (which

is used to detect contrast and image sharpness) in the image is also obtained by the

combination of Lm and Ln. As magnitude of the gradient shows the amount that the

image intensity is changing when move in the direction of fastest change therefore to

get a positive value for the magnitude of all edges, and 0 for non-edges, L1-norm is

used as [76],

Ĝi =

∣∣∣∣∣Lm
∣∣∣∣∣+

∣∣∣∣∣Ln
∣∣∣∣∣ (5.5)

The initial weight map Ŵ is,

Ŵ =

 1 if Ĝ1 > Ĝ2

0 otherwise
(5.6)

Majority filter presents a method of spreading the focused areas to neighborhood. It

is carried out to ensure that the pixels with larger focus measures effects more in the

choice of their neighbor. If majority of the surrounding pixels are from second image

and the middle pixel comes from first image then the middle pixel value is shifted to

that of second image. Therefore majority filter is used to compute weight map as [106],

Ŵ1 =

 1 if Ŵ ∗Wl >
l2

2

0 otherwise
(5.7)

where Ŵ is the input decision map, Wl is a sliding l × l matrix having all values

set to 1 and Ŵ1 is the filtered decision map. To determine the focus weight map of

every source image is important part of the proposed fusion scheme. It supports the

idea that a blurred image seems “unnatural”. As high frequency information in input

images are degraded therefore such irregularity is found in such cases. So, in standard

case, information found in high frequency area are more important in focused area

than in defocused area. In this work, high frequency information of source images are

determined by using the morphological filtering as [129],
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)

(h) (i) (j) (k) (l) (m) (n)

Figure 5.2: Output detail of each step: (a-b) input images (c-d) horizontal SML com-
ponents (e-f) vertical SML components (g-h) gradient components (i) threshold weight
map (j) morphological weight map (k) averaged weight map (l) alpha weight map (m)
refined weight map (n) fused image

T bi = Ii − Ii ◦ S (5.8)

T di = Ii • S − Ii (5.9)

The original image is smoothed by using the opening and closing operations. These

operations are used to remove images bright and dark details which do not fit in the

structuring element S. Both opening and closing operation uses the top-hat transform

as top-hat transform operation extracts small element’s detail from given images. Thus,

the results obtained from top-hat transforms shows the bright and dark details around

the pixel (m, n). The initial weight map of the corresponding pixel define the maximum

value based on these two transforms as [129],

Ŵ2 = max(T bi , T
d
i ) (5.10)

weighted map Ẇa is used to get average value of both Ŵ1 and Ŵ2 as,

Ẇa = αŴ1 + (1− α)Ŵ2 (5.11)

The initial weight map Ŵb-map for first scale was solved by minimizing the following

cost function as proposed by [130],

Ŵb
Alpha Map←−−−−−−−− (Ii) (5.12)
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 5.3: Example 1 (Baby): (a-b) input images (c) FFIF [76] (d) GFSF [77] (e)
MDSD [79] (f) CBF [80] (g) GFF [81] (h) proposed fusion

where Ŵb is the segmented matrix based on local binary patterns [131]. Finally refined

weight map W̃ is computed to be used for fusion process as,

W̃ =

 Ŵb if Ẇa == ς

Ẇa otherwise
(5.13)

where 0 < ς < 1

The final fused image Fr is computed as,

Fr(m,n) = I1(m,n). ∗ W̃ (m,n) + I2(m,n). ∗ (1− W̃ (m,n)) (5.14)

5.2 Result and Analysis

Various types of multifocus images are used in this technique to evaluate overall per-

formance of exisitng and proposed scheme [124, 125]. Different type of statistical and

objective measures are applied as image fusion performance metrics for quantitative

analysis in existing and proposed scheme. Results of these modern schemes includ-

ing FFIF [76], GFSF [77], MDSD [79], CBF [80] and, GFF [81] are evaluated against

proposed scheme. To test the performance of fusion quality of existing and proposed
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 5.4: Example 2 (Globe): (a-b) input images (c) FFIF [76] (d) GFSF [77] (e)
MDSD [79] (f) CBF [80] (g) GFF [81] (h) proposed fusion

scheme, several experiments are discussed below:

Step by step images of the proposed scheme output are shown in fig. 5.2. Fig. 5.2(c-

d) shows the horizontal SML components of input images in which horizontal edges in

“baby” and “toy” are not prominent. Fig. 5.2(e-f) shows the vertical SML components

of input images in which vertical edges in “baby” and “toy” are not clearly demarcated.

Fig. 5.2(g-h) shows gradient components which shows gradient magnitude details in

both direction. Fig. 5.2(i) shows threshold weight map where neck portion from head

seems isolated. Fig. 5.2(j) shows threshold weight map where neck portion from head

is clearly curved. Fig. 5.2(k) shows averaged weight map where portion of the image

shows its contribution in the fusion process and shows the visual statistics. Fig. 5.2(l)

shows alpha weight map which helps in finalizing the refined weight map. Fig. 5.2(m)

shows refined weight map which clearly shows each pixel’s contribution in focused

and defocused regions and it assists to productively classify focused and defocused

areas and this refined weight map is used to determine the required fused image of

the proposed fusion scheme and it is clearly visible in fig. 5.2(n). Overall idea of the

proposed fusion scheme is shown by the help of different steps in framework in fig.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 5.5: Example 3 (Heart): (a-b) input images (c) FFIF [76] (d) GFSF [77] (e)
MDSD [79] (f) CBF [80] (g) GFF [81] (h) proposed fusion

5.1.

Fig. 5.3(a-b) show multifocus images of a “Baby” with ”baby” image as foreground

and ”a toy along with girl face” as background area [125]. Fig. 5.3(c-h) are the fused

images obtained through FFIF [76], GFSF [77], MDSD [79], CBF [80] , GFF [81], and

proposed fusion scheme respectively. Fig. 5.3(a-b) show exclusive focused areas of the

source images. FFIF [76] scheme in fig. 5.3(c) shows that white belt shown on belly

and eyes of toy is blurred. GFSF [77] scheme in fig. 5.3(d) shows that the bottom left

white dot on toy is blurred. MDSD [79] scheme in fig. 5.3(e) shows that eyes of the

baby and toy background is blurred. CBF [80] scheme in fig. 5.3(f) shows that small

blur portion near collar of the baby shirt. GFF [81] scheme in fig. 5.3(g) is near to

proposed fusion scheme’s result with minor visual details missed near ear of the baby.

It is observed that local features play important role to analyze worth of the proposed

scheme. Edges in the fused output have clear demarcated boundaries around the object

in the image as compared to the existing methods therefore proposed scheme in fig.

5.3(h) proved its worth in visual subjective analysis.

Fig. 5.4(a-b) show multifocus images of a “Globe” with ”hand with camera” image
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 5.6: Example 4 (Golf): (a-b) input images (c) FFIF [76] (d) GFSF [77] (e)
MDSD [79] (f) CBF [80] (g) GFF [81] (h) proposed fusion

as foreground and ”Globe along with people” as background area [125]. Fig. 5.4(c-h)

are the fused images obtained through FFIF [76], GFSF [77], MDSD [79], CBF [80] ,

GFF [81], and proposed fusion scheme respectively. Fig. 5.4(a-b) show exclusive fo-

cused areas of the source images. FFIF [76] scheme in fig. 5.4(c) shows that additional

artifacts are found at top left portion of the image and top left curve is slightly blurred.

GFSF [77] scheme shown in fig. 5.4(d) loses details on the right lower region (where

man is standing) during fusion. MDSD [79] scheme in fig. 5.4(e) shows that White

dots at bottom row of camera is blurred. CBF [80] scheme in fig. 5.4(f) shows that

man’s right finger on camera is mixed with “Globe” boundary. GFF [81] scheme in

fig. 5.4(f) shows that “Globe” boundary region is not properly demarcated. More clear

detail is observed from fig. 5.4(h) that proposed scheme shows better visual perception

when compared with other schemes.

Fig. 5.5(a-b) show multifocus images of a “Heart” with ”heart” image as foreground

and ”tall buildings” as background area [125]. Fig. 5.5(c-h) are the fused images ob-

tained through FFIF [76], GFSF [77], MDSD [79], CBF [80] , GFF [81], and proposed

fusion scheme respectively. Fig. 5.5(a-b) show exclusive focused areass of the source
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Table 5.1: Mutifocus image fusion scheme’s quantitative analysis
Figures Measures ξSS ξGr ξEd ξWv ξNn ξAG ξMI ξSF

Fig. 5.3
(Baby)

Proposed 0.8235 0.5708 0.8739 0.5840 0.6206 16.9848 8.2102 26.2055
FFIF [76] 0.8208 0.5675 0.8743 0.5830 0.6175 16.6689 7.9176 25.4944

GFSF [77] 0.8268 0.5537 0.8747 0.5684 0.6080 16.9079 7.6795 26.1929

MDSD [79] 0.7953 0.4417 0.8584 0.4334 0.5314 11.1691 5.9602 16.2414

CBF [80] 0.8147 0.5198 0.8740 0.5374 0.5828 15.8518 6.6295 24.3858

GFF [81] 0.8247 0.5601 0.8747 0.5728 0.6129 16.9457 7.3917 26.1595

Fig. 5.4
(Globe)

Proposed 0.8730 0.5842 0.8728 0.6001 0.6158 27.7489 9.2905 48.0604
FFIF [76] 0.8738 0.5732 0.8728 0.5895 0.6058 27.3317 8.6430 47.5329

GFSF [77] 0.8753 0.5689 0.8745 0.5863 0.6020 27.2664 8.6786 47.4233

MDSD [79] 0.8338 0.4747 0.8496 0.4900 0.5216 18.1239 6.6926 31.7942

CBF [80] 0.8723 0.5254 0.8680 0.5525 0.5607 25.3464 7.5352 44.0800

GFF [81] 0.8739 0.5695 0.8734 0.5813 0.6030 27.4724 8.2468 47.6410

Fig. 5.5
(Heart)

Proposed 0.8760 0.6105 0.8756 0.6077 0.6209 24.7068 9.0273 41.4005
FFIF [76] 0.8774 0.6045 0.8755 0.6037 0.6147 24.3635 8.7177 40.8423

GFSF [77] 0.8796 0.5798 0.8753 0.5760 0.5936 24.0079 8.2799 40.5927

MDSD [79] 0.8626 0.4931 0.8606 0.4694 0.5160 16.5794 6.1850 26.5765

CBF [80] 0.8765 0.5480 0.8735 0.5451 0.5615 21.8766 6.9070 36.7387

GFF [81] 0.8775 0.5894 0.8747 0.5861 0.6016 24.2008 7.9309 40.6565

Fig. 5.6
(Golf)

Proposed 0.9128 0.5760 0.9234 0.6030 0.6348 17.1023 7.8433 29.1618
FFIF [76] 0.9180 0.5696 0.9244 0.6020 0.6297 16.8694 7.3720 29.0154

GFSF [77] 0.9166 0.5566 0.9248 0.5886 0.6219 16.2563 6.9781 28.3221

MDSD [79] 0.8957 0.4516 0.9109 0.4704 0.5543 12.5252 5.6655 21.8503

CBF [80] 0.9145 0.5283 0.9216 0.5591 0.6016 15.7586 6.2924 27.4855

GFF [81] 0.9173 0.5643 0.9221 0.5957 0.6249 16.7793 7.0104 28.5933

images. FFIF [76] scheme shown in fig. 5.5(c) has additional artifacts mixed with back-

ground. GFSF [77] scheme in fig. 5.5(d) shows the right curved portion of boundary

of hear is blurred. MDSD [79] scheme in fig. 5.5(d) shows the bottom right windows

of tall building are mixed and can not be identified properly. CBF [80] scheme in fig.

5.5(e) is near to proposed fusion approach but yet it misses minor visual details top left

portion of boundary of heart. GFF [81] scheme in fig. 5.5(f) shows that small fusion

artifact at upper portion of the word ”you” in heat. Proposed scheme in fig. 5.5(h)

shows that the output fused image have the word “The Peak” of the input images. This

word is not only clearly demarcated but also proper contrast is also observed which is

an added advantage. Both portions of input images show clear demarcated boundaries

in fused image in proposed scheme.

Fig. 5.6(a-b) show multifocus images of a “Golf” with ”man with stick” image

as foreground and ”ground” as background area [125]. Fig. 5.6(c-h) are the fused

images obtained through FFIF [76], GFSF [77], MDSD [79], CBF [80] , GFF [81], and
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Table 5.2: Mutifocus image fusion scheme’s average quantitative analysis
Methods/Measures ξSS ξGr ξEd ξWv ξNn ξAG ξMI ξSF

AMSL [20] 0.4097 0.2921 0.4268 0.2916 0.3079 9.5952 4.1569 14.9135
HDGF [19] 0.4138 0.2933 0.4270 0.2953 0.3083 9.4532 4.1073 14.7389

WCNT [18] 0.4127 0.2929 0.4270 0.2907 0.3085 9.6216 4.1695 14.9298
FFIF [76] 0.4131 0.2883 0.4262 0.2905 0.3042 9.4235 3.9417 14.6313

GFSF [77] 0.4121 0.2812 0.4269 0.2809 0.2982 9.4330 3.8111 14.7418
MDSD [79] 0.4023 0.2399 0.4197 0.2336 0.2662 6.8622 3.0820 10.5154

CBF [80] 0.4100 0.2648 0.4260 0.2677 0.2838 8.8966 3.3809 13.8360

GFF [81] 0.4112 0.2819 0.4267 0.2813 0.2992 9.4421 3.6812 14.7104

proposed fusion scheme respectively. Fig. 5.6(a-b) show exclusive focused areas of the

source images. FFIF [76] scheme shown in fig. 5.6(c) has golf blurred stick. GFSF [77]

scheme in fig. 5.6(d) shows that white sign for ball holes are mixed with the background

and their details are not clearly visible. MDSD [79] scheme in fig. 5.6(e) shows that

black lines at the shirt of man has additional fusion artifacts. CBF [80] scheme in fig.

5.6(f) shows that bottom portion at the right side of man’s short is slightly blurred.

GFF [76] scheme in fig. 5.6(g) shows that white curved line at back side of cap (the

man is wearing) is not distinguishable. The proposed fused image in fig. 5.6(h) looks

sharp and required details from both source images are included.

The proposed fusion scheme along with existing schemes is tested using different

quantitative metrics. These assessment of the existing and proposed fusion scheme

on multiple set of images are shown in table 5.1. The parameter values with bold

font shows better results. Generally higher quantitative values are observed in the pro-

posed scheme as compare to existing schemes. If for some parameter value for pro-

posed scheme is slightly less but it has distinguished and comparable results with other

schemes.

5.3 Summary

Set of multifocus input images are used in this chapter to test a new image fusion

technique. image gradients are used both in both horizontal and vertical directions in

this proposed technique. Such output is utilized by SML whose absolute values are used

for threshholding into binary weight map. Different type of top-hat transform is used to

compute weight map. Both of these weight maps are used to compute average weight

map by using majority filter. Alpha maps helps to find transparent and opaque parts
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in the image. Therefore this concept is deployed to further clarify the refined weight

map. Finally the refined weight map along with input images are used to determine

the fused image. Comparisons with the existing schemes shows the significance of

proposed technique both qualitatively and quantitatively.

Existing and proposed image fusion scheme’s average quantitative analysis on multi-

ple set of images with respect to different measures are shown in table 5.2. The average

values of every scheme by checking out images with respect to every metrics is ana-

lyzed. For every metric, the three best values shown in bold shows the best acceptable

values among all of the schemes used for comparison. In high level details, NFMI us-

ing gradients and edges are of primary concern in focused regions then HDGF [19] is

recommended approach. If the requirement is to asses the clarity, proper contrast in

variation patterns then WCNT [18] is the right approach to use. The proposed three

schemes provides better quantitative and qualitative outcomes as compared to the ex-

isting schemes in detail. In summary, higher quantitative outputs are observed in the

proposed schemes when compared with the existing state of the art schemes.
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Chapter 6

Saliency Map and CBF based Magnetic Resonance and Computed

Tomography Image Fusion

Saliency map and CBF based new image fusion technique for medical images is pre-

sented. Multimodal images used in research are MRI and CT images. In this scheme,

refined weight map is obtained after passing the source images through different steps.

This map is combined with the input images to get resultant fused image. Proposed

novel scheme proved its worth when compared with the other existing schemes both

visually and quantitatively.

6.1 Proposed Technique

A framework in fig. 6.1 shows the proposed technique. Step by step progress of each

stage gives output image whose detail is shown in fig. 6.2. Distinguished visual analysis

shows worth of each step of the proposed fusion scheme. As edges are regions of the

fast change therefore Laplacian filter is used to find such regions as the initial step.

Next the Gaussian low pass filter is applied to construct the saliency map as a next step.

This map is used as initial weight map.

CBF is used to acquire smooth version of input images. Such version is used to

preserve structure and in order to get to get the second weight map, such structure is

passed via same steps. Next fused image is obtained after combining the weight maps

with input images. Let, input images I(m,n, β) are used with (m,n)th as pixel value

where β = 1 is reserved for for CT image and β = 2 reserved for for MR image and

m = 1, 2, . . . ,M represents rows, n = 1, 2, . . . , N represents columns. Input image is

convolved with a circular average filter h to get the base layer B(β) as,

B(β) = I(β) ∗ h (6.1)
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Figure 6.1: Proposed framework for fusion scheme

and let D(β) represent the detail layer image which is defined as,

D(β) = I(β)−B(β) (6.2)

Then the refined weight map W̃ is defined as,

W̃ = αŴ1 + (1− α)Ŵ2 (6.3)

where Ŵ1 represents the initial weight map. Image I is passed through Laplacian filter

l and Gaussian g filters to get this initial weight map as,

H̀1(β) = I(β) ∗ l (6.4)

G̀1(β) = H̀(β) ∗ g (6.5)

where ∗ is used as convolution operator. The initial weight map Ŵ1 is computed as,

Ŵ1(m,n) =

 1 if G̀1(m,n, 1) > G̀2(m,n, 2)

0 otherwise
(6.6)
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CBF [80] is a well known edge-preserving image smoothing tool. In CBF filter the

range filter is applied on the second guidance image. High and low frequencies are

merged in this process. High frequencies belong to first image and low frequencies

belong to second image. CBF is a variant of the bilateral filter that preserves edges

of the image. With the intention to compute initial weight map Ŵ2, the input images

(I(m,n, 1), I(m,n, 2)) are passed through CBF [80]. Geometric closeness of neigh-

boring pixels and gray-level similarities in image I(m,n, 2) are addressed by CBF.

Filter kernel is shaped by such similarities and also CBF filters the image I(m,n, 1).

The CBF outputC(m,n, 1) for image I(m,n, 1) at location (m,n) is computed as [80],

C(m,n, 1)=
1

ξH

∑
ḿ,ń

Γσd
(
m,n, ḿ, ń

)
Γ̇I(m,n,2)I(m,n,2)
σr

(
m,n, ḿ, ń

)
I(ḿ, ń, 1) (6.7)

where, ξH is a normalizing constant,m−bḾ/2c ≤ ḿ ≤ m+bḾ/2c and n−bŃ/2c ≤

ń ≤ n+bŃ/2c. Size Ḿ×Ń for window is picked through empirical observation which

depends on the image characteristics. Such geometric closeness function Γσd helps to

improve the scheme as,

Γσd
(
m,n, ḿ, ń

)
= exp

(
−
∣∣ḿ−m∣∣2 +

∣∣ń− n∣∣2
2σ2

d

)
(6.8)

The gray-level similarity/edge-stopping function function Γ̇
I(m,n,2)I(m,n,2)
σr is,

Γ̇I(m,n,2)I(m,n,2)
σr

(
m,n, ḿ, ń

)
= exp

(
−
∣∣I(ḿ, ń, 2)− I(m,n, 2)

∣∣2
2σ2

r

)
(6.9)

where, the parameters σr AND σd are used to verify the fall-off weights in intensity

domain and spatial domain respectively. Likewise the CBF outputC(m,n, 2) for image

I(m,n, 2) at location (m,n) is computed as [80],

C(m,n, 2)=
1

ξH

∑
ḿ,ń

Γσd
(
m,n, ḿ, ń

)
Γ̇I(m,n,1)I(m,n,1)
σr

(
m,n, ḿ, ń

)
I(ḿ, ń, 2) (6.10)

The matrix C is passed through eq. (6.4), (6.5) and (6.6) to obtain Ŵc. Most scales

within images are processed by the structure-preserving filters simultaneously, i.e., de-

tails information is smoothed while structures are preserved. Due to the property, even

the semantic information can be extracted by using the low-level image, therefore Ŵ2
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Figure 6.2: Detail of each step output: (a-b) input images (c) first Laplacian filtered
output (d) second Laplacian filtered output (e) first gaussian saliency (f) second gaus-
sian saliency (g) initial weight map (h) first CBF image (i) second CBF image (j) initial
weight map from CBF (k) refined weight map (l) fused image

is computer by passing Ŵc through a structure preserving filtering function Ψ [76] as,

Ŵ2 = Ψ
(
Ŵc, κ

)
(6.11)

where κ shows the smoothing parameter.

Subsequently the resultant fused image Fr is computed as,

Fr(m,n) = I(m,n, 1). ∗ W̃ (m,n) + I(m,n, 2). ∗ (1− W̃ (m,n)) (6.12)

6.2 Results and Analysis

Numerous multi-modal sets of images (CT and MR) are used to evaluate the perfor-

mance of existing and proposed scheme [126]. In order to test the worth of the pro-

posed scheme, different experiments are conducted on source images which belong to

various classes of brain anatomy. Each source image is obtained from online “Whole

Brain Atlas” database provided online by Harvard Medical School. These images were

extensively used in preceding publications associated with medical image fusion tech-

niques [126]. Various statistical and objective measures are practiced as image fusion

performance metrics. Such measures are used for quantitative analysis in existing and

proposed scheme. Results of these modern schemes including NSST [75], GFSF [77],

SCN [78], CBF [80] and, GFF [81] are evaluated against proposed scheme. Proposed
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Figure 6.3: Example 1 (CT and MRI): (a-b) input images (c) NSST [75] (d) GFSF [77]
(e) SCN [78] (f) CBF [80] (g) GFF [81] (h) proposed fusion

technique provide better fusion as it provides most of the information from source

images is transferred in the fused image while minimizing the artifacts. To test the

performance of fusion quality, several experiments are discussed below:

Step by step images of the proposed scheme are shown in fig. 6.2. Fig. 6.2(c-

d) shows the Laplacian filtered image areas of rapid change (edges) in images. Fig.

6.2(e-f) shows the gaussian saliency output that enhances the image regions with high

perceptive information. Fig. 6.2(g) shows initial weight map from gaussian saliency. Its

thresholded image used from further computation in refined weight map. Fig. 6.2(h-i)

shows output from both CBF filters used in proposed scheme. Fig. 6.2(j) shows output

of refined weight map which plays an important role in efficiently categorizing focused

and defocused regions. The weights helped to determine the fusion output. Resultant

fused image shown in fig. 6.2(k) is used for comparison in different evaluation metrics.

Overall framework of the proposed scheme is shown by the help of different steps in

fig. 6.1.

Fig. 6.3(a-b) show multimodal images of a “CT” as first input image and ”MRI”

as second input image [126]. Fig. 6.3(c-h) are the fused images obtained through
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Figure 6.4: Example 2 (CT and MRI): (a-b) input images (c) NSST [75] (d) GFSF [77]
(e) SCN [78] (f) CBF [80] (g) GFF [81] (h) proposed fusion

NSST [75], GFSF [77], SCN [78], CBF [80] , GFF [81], and proposed fusion scheme

respectively. NSST [75] scheme in fig. 6.3(c) shows distorted bone portion at bottom

left of fused image. GFSF [77] scheme in fig. 6.3(d) shows that middle left of image

has additional black areas round the Varmus of cerebellum as fusion artifact. SCN [78]

scheme in fig. 6.3(e) shows that at the boundary of the eye skull shown in white color

is blurred and do not clearly demarcate the boundary. CBF [80] scheme in fig. 6.3(f)

shows additional fusion artifact in both eyes (dark black holes) and boundaries of white

matter gray matter tissues can not clearly distinguished. GFF [81] scheme in fig. 6.3(g)

shows the missed top right skull around eye. Varmus of cerebellum spinal fluid, white

matter and gray matter tissues are found ambigious in the existing methods. However,

proposed scheme in fig. 6.3(h) shows the Varmus of cerebellum spinal fluid, white

matter and gray matter tissues have clearly defined and distinguished boundaries around

skull of CT image. Bony structure alongside the brain area well reflect better spatial

stability and native edges (particularly for areas near bone and soft tissues) making it

increasingly valuable for clinical inspection.

Fig. 6.4(a-b) show multimodal images of a “CT” as first input image and ”MRI”
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Figure 6.5: Example 3 (CT and MRI): (a-b) input images (c) NSST [75] (d) GFSF [77]
(e) SCN [78] (f) CBF [80] (g) GFF [81] (h) proposed fusion

as second input image [126]. These pair of images show that the patient is fac-

ing from hyperintense focal mass with peripheral edema. Left occipital region con-

tains this edema which is suggestive of some malignant lesion that may have aggres-

sive behaviour [126].Fig. 6.4(c-h) are the fused images obtained through NSST [75],

GFSF [77], SCN [78], CBF [80] , GFF [81], and proposed fusion scheme respectively.

NSST [75] scheme in fig. 6.4(c) shows that the focal mass from first source image is

not properly fused as it is blurred within the fused image. GFSF [77] scheme in fig.

6.4(d) shows additional artifact i.e. black circular mass is found in body of lateral ven-

tricle. SCN [78] scheme in fig. 6.4(e) shows that the hyperintense focal mass is not

clearly distinguished. CBF [80] scheme in fig. 6.4(f) is found near to proposed fusion

scheme result but yet have minor white dull holes outside skull of brain. Boundary of

hyperintense focal mass is found missing in GFF [81] scheme in fig. 6.4(g). In the

existing methods heterogonously ill demarcated and insignificant hyperintense focal

mass is found. The proposed scheme in fig. 6.4(h) is capable to fuse the source images

efficiently particularly from CT bone edges and boundaries. Enhanced margins of hy-

perintense focal mass is clearly viewable therefore is more attractive for physicians in
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Figure 6.6: Example 4 (CT and MRI): (a-b) input images (c) NSST [75] (d) GFSF [77]
(e) SCN [78] (f) CBF [80] (g) GFF [81] (h) proposed fusion

planning surgeries and clinical examination.

Fig. 6.5(a-b) show multimodal images of a “CT” as first input image and ”MRI” as

second input image [126]. Arachnoid cyst is found in posterior cranial fossa of patient

in this case [126]. Hypo dense region is found in black region in right half of CT image.

White region contains information about disease mark found in right half of MR image.

The boundaries around soft tissues are found ambigious in source images. Fig. 6.5(c-h)

are the fused images obtained through NSST [75], GFSF [77], SCN [78], CBF [80] ,

GFF [81], and proposed fusion scheme respectively. NSST [75] scheme in fig. 6.5(c)

shows that posterior cranial fossa contains arachnoids cyst found which is not clearly

white and its boundaries are mixed with background. GFSF [77] scheme in fig. 6.5(d)

shows that additional artifact in black color penetrated in arachnoids cyst in posterior

cranial fossa. SCN [78] scheme in fig. 6.5(e) shows that image is in dull form and

even skull boundaries have additional fusion artifacts. CBF [80] scheme in fig. 6.5(f)

shows that distorted boundary of skull is mixed with brain tissues portion. GFF [81]

scheme in fig. 6.5(g) includes almost all required detail from input images but still

gives a slightly blur look overall. However, in case of proposed scheme in fig. 6.5(h)
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the disease mark (arachnoids cyst) found in posterior cranial fossa is clearly visible.

It shows better, sharp and distinct demarcated areas therefore is more interesting for

physicians for clinical examination.

Fig. 6.6(a-b) show multimodal images of a “CT” as first input image and ”MRI”

as second input image [126]. Cerebral toxoplasmosis disease is found in these images

in this case [126]. Fig. 6.6(c-h) are the fused images obtained through NSST [75],

GFSF [77], SCN [78], CBF [80] , GFF [81], and proposed fusion scheme respectively.

NSST [75] scheme in fig. 6.6(c) shows that skull boundary and white matter asso-

ciation is not properly addressed. GFSF [77] scheme in fig. 6.6(d) shows additional

fusion artifact in the body of lateral ventricle. SCN [78] scheme in fig. 6.6(e) shows that

white matter association is poorly fused with no proper analysis of color and bound-

ary. CBF [80] scheme in fig. 6.6(f) shows that most of required detail is integrated

but missed some portion of white matter association. GFF [81] scheme in fig. 6.6(g)

shows that top portion of the body of lateral ventricle has black fusion artifact. Clear

demarcated boundaries of white matter association is found missing in the fused im-

ages using existing techniques. However, in the proposed scheme in fig. 6.6(h) shows

clear distinguished boundaries of white matter tissue, hence disease portion can be well

examined by physicians.

The proposed fusion scheme along with existing schemes is tested using different

quantitative metrics. These assessment of the existing and proposed fusion scheme on

multiple set of brain images are shown in table 6.1. The parameter values with bold

font shows better results. It can be concluded that quantitative results supports well the

idea spread in the proposed technique as it offers better results after comparing it to the

existing schemes. Value for some quantitative measure of proposed scheme is slightly

less but it has distinguished and comparable results with other schemes which again

proves worth of proposed scheme over existing schemes.

6.3 Summary

Saliency map and CBF based new image fusion technique is presented. This technique

covers modalitities like MR and CT imaging. Source images are passed through dif-
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Table 6.1: Mutimodal image fusion scheme’s quantitative analysis
Figures Measures ξSS ξGr ξWv ξNn ξSD ξMI ξQ0 ξQe

Image
set 1

Proposed 0.4078 0.4921 0.5160 0.4838 59.0481 5.1086 0.8575 0.7689
NSST [75] 0.2817 0.3537 0.3313 0.3335 40.9473 2.5375 0.5271 0.5622

GFSF [77] 0.3633 0.3607 0.3376 0.3589 58.9603 4.1183 0.6719 0.7188

SCN [78] 0.3531 0.4691 0.4938 0.4325 45.6058 3.1893 0.6326 0.6205

CBF [80] 0.3751 0.4501 0.4780 0.4523 57.1201 5.1134 0.8297 0.7257

GFF [81] 0.3909 0.4479 0.4357 0.4360 53.7630 3.0716 0.7445 0.7373

Image
set 2

Proposed 0.5515 0.6922 0.6657 0.6968 64.5479 5.2526 0.7713 0.9658
NSST [75] 0.4446 0.3288 0.4971 0.3209 48.0821 3.9406 0.4652 0.7439

GFSF [77] 0.4965 0.6442 0.5966 0.6498 62.4430 3.8089 0.7309 0.9463

SCN [78] 0.4637 0.4054 0.6293 0.4168 45.5641 4.4499 0.4628 0.7092

CBF [80] 0.5407 0.6855 0.6549 0.6927 64.3895 5.1168 0.7732 0.9634

GFF [81] 0.5026 0.6210 0.5253 0.6328 61.4841 2.8461 0.7318 0.9582

Image
set 3

Proposed 0.4686 0.7304 0.6296 0.7332 78.9840 4.9340 0.6038 0.8347
NSST [75] 0.3876 0.2892 0.4174 0.2860 62.1950 3.7156 0.3416 0.6978

GFSF [77] 0.3057 0.6659 0.5452 0.6733 68.2475 3.9440 0.4856 0.7381

SCN [78] 0.3954 0.3132 0.4934 0.3003 55.9354 3.5416 0.3011 0.6066

CBF [80] 0.3295 0.6810 0.5702 0.6870 66.0248 4.0448 0.5163 0.7484

GFF [81] 0.4032 0.6968 0.5504 0.6880 70.8317 3.4951 0.5258 0.7530

Image
set 4

Proposed 0.3326 0.6984 0.6290 0.7030 74.1390 4.7699 0.5593 0.7311
NSST [75] 0.2709 0.3042 0.3987 0.2933 52.2825 3.6178 0.2432 0.5219

GFSF [77] 0.2278 0.6407 0.5519 0.6502 67.8818 3.9558 0.4667 0.6759

SCN [78] 0.3074 0.3319 0.4971 0.3181 50.8460 3.5160 0.2393 0.4834

CBF [80] 0.2550 0.6482 0.5835 0.6555 65.2362 3.9408 0.4870 0.6921

GFF [81] 0.3024 0.6636 0.5518 0.6581 69.7227 3.3983 0.4759 0.6722

ferent detailed steps which are to be fused construct the required image. Both bony

structure and soft tissues are well addressed by proposed image fusion technique which

helps for better disease analysis and assists the physicians for further planning in dif-

ferent surgeries. In nutshell the qualitative and quantitative comparisons with state of

the art schemes shows the proper significance of proposed fusion scheme.
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Chapter 7

Energy of Laplacian and DWT Based Medical Image Fusion

Since the saliency map reduces details of high frequency components in soft tissue

regions near boundary of resultant image. Therefore in order to properly detect demar-

cated boundaries of different tissues, EOL and DWT based medical image fusion is

proposed. DWT is used with CBF in fusion process so that accurate fine detail of soft

tissues can be properly analyzed. The source images are split into different approxima-

tion and detailed quality components using DWT and CBF. EOL is then used to esti-

mate weights at each scales which are further refined using morphological operations.

Different weight maps are determined and applied with source images to compute the

required fused image. After detailed experiments and evaluation, proposed strategy

proved to be a better choice by analyzing and comparing to other fusion strategies by

using visual and quantitative parametric results.

7.1 Proposed Technique

A framework in fig. 7.1 shows the proposed technique with input images obtained from

different modalities. Step by step progress of each stage gives output image whose

detail is shown in fig. 7.2. Let Ii be the multimodal input images having dimensions

M ×N and i ∈ {1, 2} shows the number of input images.

A DWT has temporal resolution and captures both frequency and area details with

respect to time. Because data are disintegrated into more components, it becomes more

difficult to filter in or filter out a given nonstationary waveform. Filters have various cut-

off frequencies at various scales are used. The signal is analyzed and passed through

these filters. 2-D DWT can be viewed having two directions i.e. first is a 1-D wavelet

scheme which transform its function along rows and second is a 1-D wavelet scheme

which transform its function along columns. Therefore the images are first decomposed
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Figure 7.1: Proposed framework for fusion scheme

into sub components by using DWT [132] i.e.,(
Aji

)
DWT←−−−−− (Ii) (7.1)

Here, DWT is used to decompose the input images into different components. Aji

denotes different sub components. In these components the index j = 1, 2, 3, 4 is used

to represent horizontal, vertical, diagonal and approximation having sub dimensions

Ü × V̈ . Strength of details in a detail image helps to measure initial weight maps. Let

Ci be the detailed image of different sub components and is calculated as [80],

C̃j
i = Aji − C

j
i (7.2)

where Cj
i represents CBF [80] which is used to consider each grey-stage similarities

along with geometric closeness of the neighboring pixels without smoothing edge pix-

els.

CBF is a widely recognized edge-preserving image smoothing tool. In CBF filter the

range filter is applied to second guidance image. This process is used when the high fre-

quencies from first image and the low frequencies from second image is merged. CBF

is a variant of the bilateral filter that preserves edges of the image. So as to compute

weights of approximation components (Aj(ü, v̈, 1), Aj(ü, v̈, 2)) CBF is used. Geomet-
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ric closeness of neighboring pixels and gray-level similarities in image Aj(ü, v̈, 2) are

addressed by CBF. Filter kernel is shaped by such similarities and also CBF filters the

image Aj(ü, v̈, 1). Therefore for computation of detailed images C̃j
i in eq. 7.2, the

sub component images Aji are passed through CBF [80] to get Cj(ü, v̈, 1). The first

CBF [80] filtered version Cj(ü, v̈, 1) of sub component Aj(ü, v̈, 1) image at location

(ü, v̈) is calculated as [80],

Cj(ü, v̈, 1)=
1

ξH

∑
´̈u,´̈v

Γσd
(
ü, v̈, ´̈u, ´̈v

)
Γ̈A

j(ü,v̈,2)Aj(ü,v̈,2)
σr

(
ü, v̈, ´̈u, ´̈v

)
Aj(´̈u, ´̈v, 1) (7.3)

where, ξH is a normalizing constant, ü − b ´̈U/2c ≤ ´̈u ≤ ü + b ´̈U/2c and v̈ − b ´̈V/2c ≤
´̈v ≤ v̈+ b ´̈V/2c. Size ´̈U × ´̈V for window is picked through empirical observation which

depends characteristics found in the image. The geometric closeness function Γσd is,

Γσd
(
ü, v̈, ´̈u, ´̈v

)
= exp

(
−
∣∣´̈u− ü∣∣2 +

∣∣´̈v − v̈∣∣2
2σ2

d

)
(7.4)

The gray-level similarity/edge-stopping function function Γ̇
I(ü,v̈,2)I(ü,v̈,2)
σr is,

Γ̇A
j(ü,v̈,2)Aj(ü,v̈,2)

σr

(
ü, v̈, ´̈u, ´̈v

)
= exp

(
−
∣∣Aj(´̈u, ´̈v, 2)− Aj(ü, v̈, 2)

∣∣2
2σ2

r

)
(7.5)

where, the parameters σr and σd are used to verify the fall-off weights in intensity and

spatial domains respectively. Likewise second CBF [80] filtered version Cj(ü, v̈, 2) of

sub component Aj(ü, v̈, 2) image at location (ü, v̈) is calculated as [80],

Cj(ü, v̈, 2)=
1

ξH

∑
´̈u,´̈v

Γσd
(
ü, v̈, ´̈u, ´̈v

)
Γ̈A

j(ü,v̈,1)Aj(ü,v̇,1)
σr

(
ü, v̈, ´̈u, ´̈v

)
Aj(´̈u, ´̈v, 2) (7.6)

EOL [106] clearly increases with accurate image focus, and each input pixels can

thereby be selected until the maximum EOL [106] is detected. As the quality of focus

affects identifying the local and abrupt changes in intensity therefore it is suggested

to use the EOL for calculating the focus quality. EOL is used as the focus measure

because it is a lower time consuming process. EOL [106] detection is important for

image fusion technique. Linear combination of four directions are taken to include the

diagonal directions inside the definition of Laplacian and the formula below generates
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a symmetric filter mask F̃ as [106],

F̃ =
4

1 + ϕ


ϕ
4

1−ϕ
4

ϕ
4

1−ϕ
4
−1 1−ϕ

4

ϕ
4

1−ϕ
4

ϕ
4

 (7.7)

where ϕ is a proportion coefficient. The EOL focus measure Ej
i of detailed image C̃j

i

of eq. 7.2 using symmetric mask of eq. 7.7 is computed as [106],

Ej
i = (C̃j

i ∗ F̃ )2 (7.8)

where, ∗ is convolution operator applied on detailed image computed from eq. 7.2 and

F̃ represents symmetric filter mask computed form eq. 7.7. Computed EOL is used to

compute the initial weight map Ŵ j as,

Ŵ j(ü, v̈) =

 1 if Ej
1(ü, v̈) > Ej

2(ü, v̈)

0 otherwise
(7.9)

Weighted map Ẇ j(ü, v̈) is calculated as,

Ẇ j(ü, v̈) =

∑
j Ŵ

j(ü, v̈)

τ
(7.10)

where, τ is averaging constant. The weights Ẇ j(ü, v̈) are upsampled using bilinear

interpolation,which is based on four neighbour pixels located along diagonal directions

from a given pixel, to match the dimension M ×N and to get refined weight map as,

W̃ (m,n) = Ẇ j(ü, v̈) ↑ 2 (7.11)

The resultant fused image Fr is computed as,

Fr(m,n) = I1(m,n). ∗ W̃ (m,n) + I2(m,n). ∗ (1− W̃ (m,n)) (7.12)
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i) (j) (k) (l)

(m) (n) (o) (p) (q) (r)

Figure 7.2: Detail of each step output: (a-b) input images (c-d) approx components
detail (e-f) horizontal components detail (g-h) vertical components detail (i-j) diagonal
components detail (k-l) detail output of approx components (s) initial weight map from
both focus measures approx components (t) initial weight map from both focus mea-
sures horizontal components (u) initial weight map from both focus measures vertical
components (v) initial weight map from both focus measures diagonal components (w)
refined weight map (x) fused image

7.2 Results and Analysis

Numerous multi-modal sets of images (CT and MR) are used to evaluate the perfor-

mance of existing and proposed scheme [126]. In order to test the worth of the pro-

posed scheme, different experiments are conducted on source images which belong to

various classes of brain anatomy. Each source image is obtained from online “Whole

Brain Atlas” database provided online by Harvard Medical School. These images were

extensively used in preceding publications associated with medical image fusion tech-

niques [126]. Various statistical and objective measures are practiced as image fusion

performance metrics. Such measures are used for quantitative analysis in existing and

proposed scheme. Results of these modern schemes including NSST [75], GFSF [77],

SCN [78], CBF [80] and, GFF [81] are evaluated against proposed scheme. Proposed
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(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 7.3: Example 1 (axial T1 and axial T2): (a-b) input images (c) NSST [75] (d)
GFSF [77] (e) SCN [78] (f) CBF [80] (g) GFF [81] (h) proposed fusion

technique provide better fusion as it provides most of the information from source

images is transferred in the fused image while minimizing the artifacts. To test the

performance of fusion quality, several experiments are discussed below:

Step by step images of the proposed scheme are shown in fig. 7.2. Fig. 7.2(c,d)

shows approx components containg low level details. Fig. 7.2(e,f) shows horizon-

tal components containing high level details for example edge details. Fig. 7.2(g,h)

shows vertical components to show change in this direction. Fig. 7.2(i,j) shows diago-

nal components to cover details of change in this direction. Fig. 7.2(k,l) shows detail

output of approx components calculated using CBF. Fig. 7.2(m) shows initial weight

map from both focus measures approx components shows binary image. Fig. 7.2(n)

shows initial weight map from both focus measures horizontal components is binary

image to distinguish focus and non focus areas. Fig. 7.2(o) shows initial weight map

from both focus measures vertical components to show a binary image covering areas

in vertical direction. Fig. 7.2(p) shows initial weight map from both focus measures di-

agonal components is a binary image to count change in diagonal direction. Fig. 7.2(q)

shows refined weight map accurately distinguish between focus and non focus regions
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(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 7.4: Example 2 (axial T1 and axial T2): (a-b) input images (c) NSST [75] (d)
GFSF [77] (e) SCN [78] (f) CBF [80] (g) GFF [81] (h) proposed fusion

of source images and used further in fusion process. Fig. 7.2(r) shows fused image

computed from refined weight map and source images. Overall idea upon which the

proposed fusion scheme is based is shown by the help of different steps in framework

in fig. 7.1.

Fig. 7.3(a,b) show multimodal images of a “axial T1 weighted” as first input image

and ”axial T2 weighted” as second input image [126]. Fig. 7.3(c-h) are the fused

images obtained through NSST [75], GFSF [77], SCN [78], CBF [80] , GFF [81],

and proposed fusion scheme respectively. In fig, 7.3(a) the T1 weighted image the

CSF and intraocular fluid are hypointense i.e. they appear dark and white matter is

hyperintense whilte gray matter has intermediate intensity. In 7.4(b) the T2 weighted

image the CSF and intraocular fluid are hyper intense while gray matter is hypointense.

NSST [75] scheme in fig. 7.3(c) shows merge boundaries of CSF and white fluids.

GFSF [77] scheme in fig. 7.3(d) shows poor image both in case of intensity and visual

interpretation. SCN [78] scheme in fig. 7.3(e) shows that white and intraocular fluid

are intermixed and can not be distinguished from each other. CBF [80] scheme in fig.

7.3(f) shows additional fusion artifacts round eyes, CSF, white and intraocular fluid.
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Figure 7.5: Example 3 (MR-T2 and MR-T1): (a-b) input images (c) NSST [75] (d)
GFSF [77] (e) SCN [78] (f) CBF [80] (g) GFF [81] (h) proposed fusion

GFF [81] scheme in fig. 7.3(g) is close to proposed fusion scheme’s result but yet

boundaries around both eyes are dull. Overall inside the modern strategies the CSF,

white and intraocular fluid are not clearly distinguished. However, in case of proposed

scheme in fig. 7.3(h), the clear CSF, white and intraocular fluid tissues with demarcated

boundaries are found in skull of brain image, making it extra important for medical

evaluation.

Fig. 7.4(a,b) show multimodal images of a “axial T1 weighted” as first input image

and ”axial T2 weighted” as second input image [126] through base of skull and oral

cavity (tongue). From these set of images, it is clear that T1 weighted image the CSF

is hypointense and tongue muscles are of intermediate intensity which are not clearly

visible. The subcutaneous fat in T1 weighted image is hyper intense. Boundaries can

not be clearly distinguished w.r.t skull in T2 weighted image. Fig. 7.4(c-h) are the fused

images obtained through NSST [75], GFSF [77], SCN [78], CBF [80] , GFF [81], and

proposed fusion scheme respectively. NSST [75] scheme in fig. 7.4(c) and SCN [78]

scheme in fig. 7.4(e) based techniques loose a huge amount of information which

causes a massive decrease in the contrast and intensity in lots of regions like the tongue
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 7.6: Example 4 (axial CT and axial MR): (a-b) input images (c) NSST [75] (d)
GFSF [77] (e) SCN [78] (f) CBF [80] (g) GFF [81] (h) proposed fusion

and skull regions. GFSF [77] scheme in fig. 7.4(d) shows dull subcutaneous fat and

brain boundary is mixed with air round skull. CBF [80] scheme in fig. 7.4(f) shows

skull boundary and subcutaneous fat are blurred. GFF [81] scheme in fig. 7.3(g) is

close to proposed fusion scheme but a few areas nonetheless have a tendency to lose

strength. In proposed method, fig 7.4(h) clear demarcated boundaries are found in the

skull containing smooth tissues of tongue and subcutaneous fat. Outcome of proposed

scheme genuinely fulfill requirement in medical diagnosis in comparison to current

methods.

Fig. 7.5(a,b) show multimodal images of a “MR-T2” as first input image and ”MR-

T1” as second input image [126]. Fig. 7.5(c-h) are the fused images obtained through

NSST [75], GFSF [77], SCN [78], CBF [80] , GFF [81], and proposed scheme respec-

tively. NSST [75] scheme in fig. 7.5(c) is near to proposed image fusion scheme’s

output but in few areas neighborhood edges are still missing. GFSF [77] scheme in

fig. 7.4(d) and CBF [80] scheme in fig. 7.4(f) suffer from serious noise like artifacts,

which can be clearly observed in the soft-tissue regions. SCN [78] scheme in fig. 7.5(e)

lower capability in detail extraction. GFF [81] scheme in fig. 7.5(g) Many details are
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Table 7.1: Mutimodal image fusion scheme’s quantitative analysis
Figures Measures ξSS ξGr ξWv ξNn ξSD ξMI ξQ0 ξQe

Image
set 1

Proposed 0.4586 0.6190 0.5749 0.6513 67.0554 7.1103 0.6346 0.6617

NSST [75] 0.1949 0.3952 0.4057 0.3982 50.4866 3.0179 0.4230 0.5377

GFSF [77] 0.2315 0.4391 0.3745 0.4772 56.3037 3.7180 0.4739 0.6330

SCN [78] 0.2830 0.4316 0.3555 0.4702 48.6347 3.8317 0.4629 0.5971

CBF [80] 0.2114 0.4213 0.3520 0.4626 57.0253 3.5457 0.5363 0.6300

GFF [81] 0.2805 0.5194 0.4086 0.5473 59.3697 3.7252 0.5627 0.7035

Image
set 2

Proposed 0.5107 0.6393 0.5596 0.6480 73.7884 6.3112 0.6888 0.8284
NSST [75] 0.2970 0.3688 0.3668 0.3713 54.9411 3.3202 0.4480 0.5287

GFSF [77] 0.3379 0.5310 0.3868 0.5442 60.7961 4.0818 0.6145 0.7246

SCN [78] 0.3988 0.4084 0.3661 0.4159 58.7710 3.6835 0.5513 0.7464

CBF [80] 0.2860 0.4938 0.3649 0.5072 58.2246 3.5856 0.5813 0.7127

GFF [81] 0.3950 0.5441 0.3768 0.5577 65.8990 3.5502 0.6091 0.7763

Image
set 3

Proposed 0.5964 0.6451 0.5726 0.6498 44.3500 5.2441 0.6306 0.8516

NSST [75] 0.4504 0.3024 0.2681 0.3151 46.3327 3.7099 0.5082 0.8299

GFSF [77] 0.5213 0.5867 0.4973 0.5946 42.2842 4.2809 0.6353 0.8327

SCN [78] 0.4453 0.4027 0.4562 0.3820 44.6837 3.1718 0.4913 0.8396

CBF [80] 0.5071 0.6059 0.5279 0.6145 40.8746 4.4887 0.6677 0.8837
GFF [81] 0.5429 0.6438 0.5190 0.6498 39.9339 4.5771 0.6476 0.8406

Image
set 4

Proposed 0.3942 0.5390 0.5183 0.5461 41.4408 4.5441 0.7248 0.7227
NSST [75] 0.2649 0.4881 0.5179 0.4663 34.3708 3.0280 0.5111 0.5672

GFSF [77] 0.3172 0.4642 0.4313 0.4842 34.6351 4.0561 0.6711 0.6601

SCN [78] 0.3222 0.4999 0.4355 0.4957 33.1065 2.9606 0.4982 0.6169

CBF [80] 0.3203 0.4729 0.4406 0.4934 35.2744 4.1295 0.6885 0.6864

GFF [81] 0.3532 0.5185 0.4674 0.5316 32.4536 3.5436 0.6311 0.6461

blurred or even misplaced. The proposed method in fig. 7.5(h) plays properly on each

energy preservation and special extraction of tender tissues, making it extra precious

for medical analysis.

Fig. 7.6(a,b) show multimodal images of a “axial CT” as first input image and ”ax-

ial MR” as second input image [126]. Fig. 7.6(c-h) are the fused images obtained

through NSST [75], GFSF [77], SCN [78], CBF [80] , GFF [81], and proposed fusion

scheme respectively. NSST [75] scheme in fig. 7.6(c) and GFSF [77] scheme in fig.

7.6(d) shows decrease in the intensity and contrast in overall all region in both images.

SCN [78] scheme in fig. 7.6(e) is close to proposed fusion scheme but minor intensity

inconsistency is found in boundary round skull. CBF [80] scheme in fig. 7.6(f) and

GFF [81] scheme in fig. 7.6(g) shows that clear distinguished boundaries of mostoid

air cells are missing. The fused image using proposed scheme in fig. 7.6(h) offer clear

boundaries of mandi bolar joints and soft tissues and performs better observable results

on detail extraction that helps physician in detail analysis of different patterns of such
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images.

The proposed fusion scheme along with existing schemes is tested using different

quantitative metrics. These assessment of the existing and proposed fusion scheme on

multiple set of brain images are shown in table 7.1. The parameter values with bold

font shows better results. It can be concluded that quantitative results supports well the

idea spread in the proposed technique as it offers better results after comparing it to the

existing schemes. Value for some quantitative measure of proposed scheme is slightly

less but it has distinguished and comparable results with other schemes which again

proves worth of proposed scheme over existing schemes.

7.3 Summary

The chapter presents an improved EOL and DWT based medical image fusion tech-

nique. Different approximation and detail level from input images are produced by

using DWT. CBF is used for further processing based on these parts. EOL is then used

to estimate weights at each scales which are further refined using morphological oper-

ations. Different weight maps are combined together with source multimodal images

to determine the required fused image. Qualitative and quantitative comparisons with

existing fusion schemes shows the worth of proposed fusion scheme.
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Chapter 8

Shift Invariant DWT Based Sparse Fusion of Medical Images

In order to avoid downsampling and upsampling as observed in DWT an innovative idea

for medical image fusion is proposed in which source images from different modalities

are split into different approximation along with high level components using SIDWT.

And then low-pass multi scale transform bands are integrated with a SR-based fusion

method and conventional weighted average rule is used to fuse the high-pass MST

bands. SR-based images are threshold to get weight matrix and high level shift invariant

DWT images are used to compute weighted average to get weighted image. Then

refined weighted image is computed by combining these weight maps. By using this

weight map along with source images, required fused image is computed.

8.1 Proposed Technique

A framework in fig. 8.1 shows the proposed technique with input images obtained from

different modalities. Step by step progress of each stage gives output image whose

detail is shown in fig. 8.2. SIDWT is used to decompose source images into different

components. An appropriate selection scheme is incorporated to built a composite

SIDWT representation.

Let Ii be the multimodal input images having dimensionsM×N and i = 1, 2. Index

i shows the number of input images. To address the lack of shift invariance property of

ordinary DWT the images are decomposed into wavelet sequence and scale sequence

using SIDWT [58] i.e. (
Ra
i

)
SIDWT←−−−−−− (Ii) (8.1)

Here,Ra
i denotes different sequence images ( where a = 1, 2, 3, 4 for first, second, third

represent wavelet sequence and fourth components represent scale sequence). Initial

cumulated wavelet sequence images are,(
H̆a
i

)
=

∑
aRi(m,n)

τ
(8.2)
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Figure 8.1: Proposed framework for fusion scheme

where τ is averaging constant.

The initial weight map Ŵ for wavelet sequence is computed as,

Ŵ j(m,n) =

 1 if
∑

a H̆i(m,n) < ς

0 otherwise
(8.3)

where ς is threshold value.

To improve contrast in the fused image, divide R4k
i and R4k+1

i into the image patches

having size (
√
ṅ ×
√
ṅ) by applying the sliding window approach starting from upper

left to lower right having a step distance of pixels with size s̆. Let the number of used

patches are T which are symbolized as {M̆4k
i }Ti̇=1

and {M̆4k+1

i }T
i̇=1

into k sequence

respectively. By considering each position of fourth scale sequence 4k and 4k+1 , reor-

ganize {M̆4k
i , M̆

4k+1

i } into column vectors {V 4k
i , V

4k+1

i }. In order to get {V̇ 4k
i , V̇

4k+1

i },
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consider each vector mean value and normalize it to zero as [133],

V̇ 4k
i = V 4k

i − ν̄
4k
i .1̆ (8.4)

V̇
4k+1

i = V
4k+1

i − ν̄4k+1

i .1̆ (8.5)

the 1̆ represents “all-one” valued ṅ× 1 vector, ν̄4k
i and ν̄4k+1

i represent mean values of

all the objects present in V 4k
i and V 4k+1

i respectively. Compute the sparse coefficient

vectors {ᾰ4k
i , ᾰ

4k+1

i } of V̇ 4k
i and V̇ 4k+1

i by the use of OMP algorithm [127] as,

ᾰ4k
i = arg minᾰ‖ᾰ‖0 s.t. ‖V̇ 4k

i − D̆ᾰ‖2 < ι, (8.6)

ᾰ
4k+1

i = arg minᾰ‖ᾰ‖0 s.t. ‖V̇ 4k+1

i − D̆ᾰ‖2 < ς, (8.7)

where D̆ represents the learned dictionary [133]. where the computed mean value ν̄4
iF

is obtained by,

ν̄4
iF

=

 ν̄4k
i if ᾰ4k

i == α̌
4k+1

i

ν̄
4k+1

i otherwise
(8.8)

In order to get refined weight map for fusion process, preliminary weight matrix Ẅ

for fused scale sequence is determined as,

Ẅ(m,n) =

 1 if ν̄4
1F

(m,n) > ν̄4
2F

(m,n)

0 otherwise
(8.9)

The refined weight map W̃ is computed as,

W̃ (m,n) =

 1 if (Ŵ (m,n) + Ẅ (m,n)) > ς

0 otherwise
(8.10)

where % is threshold value The resultant fused image Fr is computed as,

Fr(m,n) = I1(m,n). ∗ W̃ (m,n) + I2(m,n). ∗ (1− W̃ (m,n)) (8.11)

8.2 Results and Analysis

Numerous multi-modal sets of images (CT and MR) are used to evaluate the perfor-

mance of existing and proposed scheme [126]. In order to test the worth of the pro-

posed scheme, different experiments are conducted on source images which belong to
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i) (j) (k) (l)

Figure 8.2: Detail of each step output: (a-b) source images (c-d) first high level compo-
nents detail (e-f) second high level components detail (g-h) third high level components
detail (i-j) initial weight maps (k) refined weight map (l) fused image

various classes of brain anatomy. Each source image is obtained from online “Whole

Brain Atlas” database provided online by Harvard Medical School. These images were

extensively used in preceding publications associated with medical image fusion tech-

niques [126]. Various statistical and objective measures are practiced as image fusion

performance metrics. Such measures are used for quantitative analysis in existing and

proposed scheme. Results of these modern schemes including NSST [75], GFSF [77],

SCN [78], CBF [80] and, GFF [81] are evaluated against proposed scheme. Proposed

technique provide better fusion as it provides most of the information from source

images is transferred in the fused image while minimizing the artifacts. To test the

performance of fusion quality, several experiments are discussed below:

Step by step images of the proposed scheme are shown in fig. 8.2. Fig. 8.2(c-d)

shows first high level components. Fig. 8.2(e-f) shows second high level components.

Fig. 8.2(g-h) shows third high level components. Fig. 8.2(i-j) shows initial weight

maps. Fig. 4.6(k) shows refined weight map. Fig. 8.2(l) shows fused image. Overall

framework of the proposed fusion scheme is shown by the help of different steps in fig.

8.1.

Fig. 8.3(a-b) show multimodal images of a “CT axial” as first input image and ”MR

axial” as second input image [126]. CT axial image shows temporo joint, mostoid air

cells, and internal acoustic meatus bone window and MRI axial image shows mandi
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 8.3: Example 1 (CT axial and MR axial): (a-b) input images (c) NSST [75] (d)
GFSF [77] (e) SCN [78] (f) CBF [80] (g) GFF [81] (h) proposed fusion

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 8.4: Sub detail example 1: (a-b) input images (c) NSST [75] (d) GFSF [77] (e)
SCN [78] (f) CBF [80] (g) GFF [81] (h) proposed fusion

bolar joints and soft tissues. Both are shown in green highlighted square in both im-

ages. Fig. 8.4(a) and 8.4(b) show sub detail of input images and 8.4(c)-(h) shows sub

detail images of existing schemes and proposed scheme. It is visible from these im-

ages that bony components are not seen adequately visible in MR images and mandi

bolar joints aren’t clearly noticeable in CT images [126]. Fig. 8.3(c-h) are the fused

images obtained through NSST [75], GFSF [77], SCN [78], CBF [80] , GFF [81], and

proposed fusion scheme respectively. Here inside the modern strategies the temporo

joint, mostoid air cells, and internal acoustic meatus bone window are not properly dis-

tinguished. But in case of proposed scheme in fig. 8.3(h) and in fig. 8.4(h) the bony

tissues along with soft tissues are seen in greater detail and abscess of any kind along

with aneurysm can be detected easily.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 8.5: Example 2 (sagittal T2 and sagittal T1): (a-b) input images (c) NSST [75]
(d) GFSF [77] (e) SCN [78] (f) CBF [80] (g) GFF [81] (h) proposed fusion

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 8.6: Sub detail example 2: (a-b) input images (c) NSST [75] (d) GFSF [77] (e)
SCN [78] (f) CBF [80] (g) GFF [81] (h) proposed fusion

Fig. 8.5(a-b) show multimodal images of a “sagittal T2 weighted” as first input image

and ”sagittal T1” as second input image [126]. Fig. 8.5(a) shows superior sagittal sinus

which shows hypeointense signal and bony cortex is markedly hypointense and bony

wall of orbit is ill defined. These are shown in green highlighted square in both images.

Fig. 8.6(a) and 8.6(b) show sub detail of input images and 8.6(c)-(h) shows sub detail

images of existing schemes and proposed scheme. It is visible from these images that

bony wall of orbit and air boundaries (shown black areas) are not properly visible in

first input image and soft tissues aren’t clearly noticeable in second input image [126].

Fig. 8.5(c-h) are the fused images obtained through NSST [75], GFSF [77], SCN [78],

CBF [80] , GFF [81], and proposed fusion scheme respectively. Here inside the modern

strategies the soft tissues and air boundaries are not clearly distinguished. But in case
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 8.7: Example 3 (CT coronal and MR coronal): (a-b) input images (c) NSST [75]
(d) GFSF [77] (e) SCN [78] (f) CBF [80] (g) GFF [81] (h) proposed fusion

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 8.8: Sub detail example 3: (a-b) input images (c) NSST [75] (d) GFSF [77] (e)
SCN [78] (f) CBF [80] (g) GFF [81] (h) proposed fusion

of proposed scheme in fig. 8.5(h) and in fig. 8.6(h) the soft bony wall around air and

soft tissues are seen clearly.

Fig. 8.7(a-b) show multimodal images of a “CT coronal” as first input image and

”MRI coronal” as second input image [126]. CT axial image shows maxillary bones

are well seen and also shows hyperdense left temporal bone, however, soft tissues and

muscles are not seen separately and MRI axial image shows that maxillary bone is

not seen properly, however, muscles, soft tissues and fat planes are well seen. In MR

image the bony cortey is markedly hypointense and middle cerebral artey is visualized.

These are shown in green highlighted square in both images. Fig. 8.8(a) and 8.8(b)

show sub detail of input images and 8.8(c)-(h) shows sub detail images of existing

schemes and proposed scheme. It can be seen from these images that maxillary bones
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 8.9: Example 4 (axial MR and axial MR special): (a-b) input images (c) NSST
[75] (d) GFSF [77] (e) SCN [78] (f) CBF [80] (g) GFF [81] (h) proposed fusion

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 8.10: Sub detail example 4: (a-b) input images (c) NSST [75] (d) GFSF [77] (e)
SCN [78] (f) CBF [80] (g) GFF [81] (h) proposed fusion

are not well seen adequately in MR images and soft planes aren’t clearly noticeable

in CT images [126]. Fig. 8.7(c-h) are the fused images obtained through NSST [75],

GFSF [77], SCN [78], CBF [80] , GFF [81], and proposed fusion scheme respectively.

But in case of proposed scheme in fig. 8.7(h) and in fig. 8.8(h) the maxillary bones,

muscles, soft tissues and aft planes are well seen. Trauma changes can be well observed

in this area.

Fig. 8.9(a-b) show multimodal images of a “axial MR” as first input image and ”axial

MR special” as second input image [126]. In axial MR image detailed anatomy of gray

and white matter, ventricles and basal ganglia is seen. In axial MR special image

the post contrast is used to show vessels in detail and brain anatomy is not evident.

These details are shown in green highlighted square in both images. Fig. 8.10(a) and
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Table 8.1: Mutimodal image fusion scheme’s quantitative analysis
Figures Measures ξSS ξGr ξWv ξNn ξSD ξMI ξQ0 ξQe

Image
set 1

Proposed 0.4420 0.5538 0.4432 0.5726 46.5268 6.4723 0.6657 0.6268
NSST [75] 0.2870 0.4956 0.4784 0.4662 36.0940 2.7307 0.6251 0.6203

GFSF [77] 0.2989 0.4597 0.3843 0.4641 39.7262 3.8787 0.6954 0.5822

SCN [78] 0.3227 0.4992 0.4088 0.4827 34.2402 2.7064 0.5610 0.6203

CBF [80] 0.2883 0.4664 0.4014 0.4738 38.2122 3.7865 0.7006 0.5965

GFF [81] 0.3474 0.5253 0.4629 0.5268 33.6062 3.3377 0.6704 0.5948

Image
set 2

Proposed 0.5529 0.6931 0.6284 0.7387 86.1548 8.2558 0.4408 0.7276

NSST [75] 0.2406 0.4077 0.3977 0.4233 67.4631 3.0483 0.3452 0.5249

GFSF [77] 0.1942 0.4297 0.3139 0.4710 70.3696 3.1131 0.3656 0.6473

SCN [78] 0.3766 0.4573 0.3826 0.4827 71.0992 3.4808 0.4428 0.6982

CBF [80] 0.1873 0.4159 0.3344 0.4580 63.0833 3.1123 0.3920 0.6447

GFF [81] 0.3438 0.5648 0.3799 0.5872 58.5195 2.9334 0.4932 0.7531

Image
set 3

Proposed 0.4350 0.5592 0.4720 0.5788 55.0387 6.7036 0.5391 0.6515

NSST [75] 0.2825 0.4667 0.4324 0.4503 45.4448 3.4144 0.6034 0.6093

GFSF [77] 0.3474 0.4423 0.4076 0.4474 50.1953 4.7431 0.6937 0.6711

SCN [78] 0.3410 0.4847 0.4153 0.4710 45.9184 3.8801 0.6207 0.6387

CBF [80] 0.3527 0.4515 0.4064 0.4577 49.3546 4.8131 0.7068 0.6745

GFF [81] 0.4121 0.5214 0.4346 0.5351 50.3632 4.4187 0.7320 0.6940

Image
set 4

Proposed 0.5507 0.5504 0.5060 0.5591 69.0383 6.4762 0.7621 0.8527

NSST [75] 0.2182 0.4372 0.4363 0.4128 46.6400 2.9890 0.3511 0.3171

GFSF [77] 0.4437 0.4538 0.4457 0.4545 60.9388 3.8741 0.7141 0.8332

SCN [78] 0.3377 0.4370 0.4076 0.4442 48.2548 3.8108 0.4931 0.7450

CBF [80] 0.4152 0.4251 0.4258 0.4260 55.4279 3.7012 0.6819 0.8499

GFF [81] 0.4825 0.4650 0.4550 0.4610 55.4871 3.5263 0.6717 0.8595

8.10(b) show sub detail of input images and 8.10(c)-(h) shows sub detail images of

existing schemes and proposed scheme. It can be seen from these images that detailed

anatomy of gray and white matter, ventricles and basal ganglia are not well seen in

MR post contrast image [126]. Fig. 8.9(c-h) are the fused images obtained through

NSST [75], GFSF [77], SCN [78], CBF [80] , GFF [81], and proposed fusion scheme

respectively. Here inside the modern strategies detailed anatomy of gray and white

matter, ventricles and basal ganglia are not well addressed. But in case of proposed

scheme in fig. 8.9(h) and in fig. 8.10(h) the detailed brain anatomy as well as vessels

are seen in a single image in greater detail. Artery venous information can be well

addressed in such images.

The proposed fusion scheme along with existing schemes is tested using different

quantitative metrics. These assessment of the existing and proposed fusion scheme on

multiple set of brain images are shown in table 8.1. The parameter values with bold

font shows better results. It can be concluded that quantitative results supports well the
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Table 8.2: Mutimodal image fusion scheme’s average quantitative analysis
Methods/Measures ξSS ξGr ξWv ξNn ξSD ξMI ξQ0 ξQe

SSFM [23] 0.7154 0.4935 0.8847 0.5164 67.6293 6.0283 0.4935 0.6227
ELDM [22] 0.6587 0.4865 0.8839 0.5618 60.7128 6.1587 0.4865 0.6223
SMCB [21] 0.7287 0.4694 0.8854 0.5369 60.1976 6.2042 0.4694 0.6463
NSST [75] 0.5411 0.3161 0.8681 0.4136 71.0598 6.3814 0.3161 0.4484

GFSF [77] 0.6434 0.3857 0.8558 0.4660 57.8230 6.1723 0.3857 0.5958

SCN [78] 0.6280 0.3847 0.8766 0.4340 77.5710 6.5586 0.3847 0.4797

CBF [80] 0.6491 0.3711 0.8575 0.4776 56.6970 6.1731 0.3711 0.6301

GFF [81] 0.6228 0.4166 0.8820 0.4802 55.6951 5.8917 0.4166 0.6067

idea spread in the proposed technique as it offers better results after comparing it to the

existing schemes. Value for some quantitative measure of proposed scheme is slightly

less but it has distinguished and comparable results with other schemes which again

proves worth of proposed scheme over existing schemes.

8.3 Summary

In this technique, the idea of the use of SIDWT and sparse fusion based MR and CT

image fusion is explained. Input images from different modalities are split into one

of a kind scale components along with high level components by using SIDWT. Ap-

proximation Components are fused using sparse fusion. One-of-a-kind of computed

weights are joined to be used with input images to get the required fused image as out-

put. Metrics based visual and quantitative consequences actually suggests the worth of

proposed new method in evaluation to different present fusion strategies.

Average quantitative evaluation of the existing and proposed schemes on multiple

set of brain images with respect to different measures are shown in table 8.2. The

average values of every approach by checking out results in every fusion problem is

analyzed properly. For every metric, the three best values shown in bold points out

the best acceptable score among all of the schemes used for comparison. If it is re-

quired to best measure for variation, more accurate details of NFMI using gradients

and more fusion similarity then then SSFM [23] is recommended technique. If the

need to analyze fusion of different tissues without feature evaluation then ELDM [22]

is appropriate scheme and if proper demarcation and proper structure similarity are the

basic requirement with respect to quality of edge information then SMCB [21] provides

added functionality. The proposed three schemes provides better quantitative outcomes
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in comparison with the existing schemes. In summary, higher quantitative values are

observed in the proposed schemes as compared to existing schemes.
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Chapter 9

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Different techniques have been successfully designed for the frameworks that allows

the use for image fusion. These frameworks allows the results of experiments to be

compared with the existing schemes. Enhancement of multifocus image fusion is stud-

ied in detail and three different schemes have been proposed for multifocus image fu-

sion and enhancement of multimodal image fusion is also studied in detail and three

different schemes have also been proposed for medical image fusion in the field of

brain imaging. Optimization of fusion methods in terms of the superiority and quality

of fusion results have been carried out. Enhancement of fusion quality both for multi-

focus and multi-modal images have been researched in detail. The conclusion overall

is summarized as the following:

• A novel fusion framework based on CBF and NSCT is presented for multi-focus

imaging as CBF provides better perceptual quality and the NSCT not only has

multiresolution but has multidirectional properties and is a fully shift-invariant

that have a fast implementation. In this approach the source images are decom-

posed into separate approximation and detail components by the usage of NSCT.

The original image along with approximation component is passed through CBF

to attain detail components and sub detail components respectively. These de-

tail component and sub detail component are used together with original images

and approximation components to get initial CBF weighted map and initial sub

CBF weighted map respectively. The detail components are combined to get ini-

tial detail weight map. Such weight is further helpful in computing weighted

average. Original images are used with these weights to get the resultant fused

image. The assessment of experimental outcomes against different present ap-

proaches certainly suggests higher overall performance based upon the proposed

framework.
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• In order to get benefit of edge preserving guided filter in which the computing

time is independent of the filter size a framework is proposed using such filter

along with DWT for multifocus images. In this framework DWT is used to de-

compose the source images. High level components in this decomposition are

processed using gradient magnitude to get gradient images of each high level

component. These gradient images are further refined be the help of majority

filter to get initial decision map which is passed via guided filters to refine the

boundaries in the decision map to get the refined weight map. Refined weight

map together with input images are used to get required fused image. Gener-

ally higher quantitative experimental results are observed in the proposed scheme

when compared with existing schemes.

• To evaluate common properties of multifocus images, alpha map along with top

hat transform based framework is presented. In this technique SML is applied

on individual horizontal and vertical image gradients to get the weighted thresh-

olded image. First and second top-hat transform is used to get max value of

top-hat transform. Max top-hat transforms weighted thresholded map is used

to compute weighted average map. Alpha weighted map of input images are

computed which are used along with weighted average map to compute refined

weight map. Refined weight map together with input images are used to compute

desired fused image. The evaluation of experimental outcomes against different

current strategies clearly indicates higher performance of the proposed frame-

work.

• As an efficient way to combine the valuable details found in various medical im-

ages with exceptional distinctive modalities, medical image fusion has become an

effective and attaractive approach in various medical technologies/applications

together with disorder prognosis, remedy planning and proper analysis. In this

research, a multimodal medical image fusion approach is presented to achieve

such tasks. Clear demarcated visibility in medical images is necessary for ra-

diologists/physicians to carefully examine the suspicious details. This step is
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essential as human anatomy consist of many complicated structures. This image

fusion technique uses MRI T1 weighted, T2 weighted and CT source imaging

along with saliency map and CBF. The source snapshots are used as different

components. These components are used in Laplacian filter along with gaussian

saliency to compute the initial weight map which are merged to get the required

fused image. Each source image is obtained from online “Whole Brain Atlas”

database provided online by Harvard Medical School to perform different simu-

lations. Boundaries of bony and soft tissues are well saved in the fused image in

the proposed technique. Different statistical and objective measures are practiced

as image fusion performance metrics used for existing and proposed scheme.

Higher quantitative results are observed in the proposed scheme as compare to

other existing schemes especially in terms of both saliency and structural infor-

mation.

• Due to high clinical importance and varied modalities, MRI T1 weighted, T2

weighted and CT imaging methods are extensively followed in medical field to

report the problems found in a various forms of tissues found in human brain.

Therefore a framework is presented that uses EOL and DWT based MRI T1

weighted, T2 weighted and CT image fusion technique is presented. In order to

get detailed components that is further used to estimate weights, source images

from different modalities are split into different approximation along with detail

components using DWT and CBF. These detailed components are used in EOL

to get focus measure of each component which is then used to estimate initial

weights at each component which are further refined using morphological op-

erations. Refined weight map is computed along with source images to get the

required fused image as output. The experimental results clearly shows better

performance of the proposed approach against other existing approaches.

• In the medical discipline, high-quality and more useful images are required

to properly diagnose the resoective diseases. So a framework is proposed to

cover such needs for psysicians. In this framework, SIDWT and sparse fu-
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sion based MRI T1 weighted, T2 and CT image fusion technique is presented.

Source images from different modalities are split into different scale compo-

nents along with high level components and approximation components using

SIDWT. Approximation components are fused using sparse fusion to get thresh-

old map. Weighted components map of high level components are computed to

get weighted threshold map. Different computed weights are joined to be get

refined weight map. Source images along with refined weight map is used to

compute the required fused image as output. Experimental results shows that the

proposed approach obtained considerable performance both in terms of visual

quality and quantitative assessment for fusion of the given multimodal images.

9.1 Future Work

The research in future may follow the following directions:

• Throughout this research, source images are available online. Therefore, the

proposed algorithms can be carried out most effectively on such images which are

well registered. In future, work could be completed on image registration and it

should be combined with the image fusion. So that, the fusion algorithms would

not be restricted to the registered images and can be carried out on unregistered

images.

• It is observed that presence of blur is another common problem during image

fusion. Blur may occur simultaneously with different types of noise or during

fusion process. Hence, deblurring is also a critical task to increase the informa-

tion content and quality of an image. Therefore, deblurring have to be further

researched in future to cope with both in presence or absence of blur/noise to

increase the adaptiveness of fusion algorithms.

• In the present work, fusion process is restricted for images only. In many fields

of image processing like, surveillance and medical, series of images or video are

being generated. Therefore, in those fields the video frames need to be merged,

which could be an interesting and challenging task for future research.
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• In this thesis only six fusion framework were investigated. These proposed

schemes can be further explored in future with ridgelet transform , bandelet

transform, grouplet transform, fast finite shearlet transform etc. for image fu-

sion. Therefore, the proposed work could be extended by designing image fu-

sion algorithms that can remove both additional fusion artifacts and blur/noise

simultaneously.

• The research will be continued by developing new image fusion methods, pro-

cessing and analysis of algorithms for medical images, methods and algorithms

for lungs HR CT and will also include PET images for analysis of fusion meth-

ods. In the upcoming research, the proposed fusion techniques will be further

explored for other soft-tissue imaging modalities (e.g. positron emission tomog-

raphy etc.).

• The issues in uneven illuminance of the fused images should get interest for fu-

ture research. Since fusion rules in existing schemes might get darker images

or brighter images to improve results. Therefore, different ways needs to find

for optimum fusion rules should get interest for future research. Illumination of

the fused image should be unaffected by such rules. Hybrid techniques consist-

ing of (SVM+ Shearlet, Shearlet, Curvelet+ Contourlet, DWT+ Shearlet, Wiener

filter+,etc) can be investigated for better presentation and efficiency.

• During era of this research, it is observed that medical image fusion has room

for further improvement therefore further novel algorithms along with proposed

techniques can be developed for identification of tumor areas in brain. Further

future scenarios can cope with lungs HR CT/MRI/X-ray fusion which are used

for treatment of cancer, pulmonary hypertension, bronchial carcinoma, cystic

fibrosis, pneumonia, and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease etc.
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